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News

Counting the cost of
Covid-19
The economic consequences of the pandemic have led to many families
being forced to ask for food aid in Portugal as the true cost of Covid-19 is
being discovered across Portugal and particularly in the Algarve where
unemployment is soaring.

C

ristina, 25, found herself
facing a 50 percent
wage cut during the
pandemic and has had
to resort to the help of Refood, a
voluntary organisation, to feed
herself and her baby son.
“I was alone with my son, I had
the house and everything to pay
and I had to get help, because I
didn’t know what to do. I had to
pay 325 for the house, plus
electricity, water and gas, plus
food for my son and his nursery
fees so as not to lose his place”,
she told Lusa.
Refood in Faro has seen an
increase “from 114 to 330” in the
number of people it provides
food aid for, 96 of whom are
children, highlights the
coordinator, Paula Matias,
stressing that the numbers
continue to rise.
“At this time we have not yet
stabilised and requests for help
are constant. Just this week we
had three families coming in,
with large households, with
children, and we believe that the
times ahead will be very
complicated, we will have an
increase in requests for help”,
she stressed.
Paula Matias highlighted the
“new reality”, with middle class
families now having to be
supported too and not just the
most vulnerable members of
society.
During the pandemic, the
institution took food directly to the

homes of families in need. The
coordinator of the Faro branch of
Refood says that she was always
surprised by the reactions of the
children who “usually shake with
excitement”.
”Right now, they shake with
excitement over a box of cereal or
a piece of fruit. We have witnessed
this reality many times”.
With 30 years dedicated to
supporting the most needy, the
AIDS Support Movement (MAPS)
has also seen an increase in
requests for food aid in recent
months and from people “who
are not from the typical risk
groups”, said the president of the
institution.
“The people asking for help are
those who have always lived off
their income and within their
means, like the typical
Portuguese - what you receive is
what you spend. When that is
over, there is no turning back. At
this point, finding a job becomes
a battle”, says Fábio Simão.
There are situations of “job loss
and eviction due to non-payment
of rents” and, in the medium
term, the representative does not
expect improvements: “I would
like to be more optimistic.
Unfortunately, looking around us,
it is a little difficult”.
Fábio Simão said that the laws
that postponed the payment of
rents “will not be the solution”
because “when the date comes,
people will have to pay the
current and the old ones, and

there is often no income for that”.
The crisis is also manifesting
itself in the amount of donations
to the charity, which “have been
decreasing”, as over the months
“neither people nor companies
are able to continue to help”, he
explained.
Maria José, 48, started receiving
a daily basket of food products
from MAPS after her third
contract “had not been renewed”.
With a family of five, she said that
she had never thought of “having
to ask for help”, but she was
aware of the work undertaken by
MAPS, which she ended up
using.
Maria, 52, is also in a similar
position, having already been in
a difficult financial situation
before the pandemic.
The unemployment of one of her
children has seen “everything
being derailed” and with her
monthly salary of €500 she
cannot afford to pay her
household bills.
“If it weren’t for the support of the
[MAPS] association, I wouldn’t
have any food at home. You try to
survive. It is not living, it is
surviving”, she said.
According to the Institute of
Employment and Professional
Training (IEFP), unemployment
figures in the Algarve have been
increasing since March, with an
increase of 231.8 percent in May
compared to the same month of
2019.
The General Union of Workers

Requests for food aid continue to increas
(Photo: Lusa/Mário Cruz)

(UGT) of the Algarve has already
asked the Government to
urgently implement exceptional
measures to prevent
unemployment in the region.
The president of the union said
that it is “a priority to consider
measures to support
employment” so that “in two or
three months”, when the low
season begins, unemployment
does not assume “even more
dramatic” dimensions.
“The ideal would be to move
forward with exceptional
measures for the region that
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N News in Brief
Madeleine McCann: German police search
garden in Hanover
German police were searching an allotment plot on the outskirts of
Hanover in connection with their investigation of a suspect in the
disappearance of Madeleine McCann. A small excavator is being
used to clear the plot and police officers are combing the ground with
rakes and shovels. The police have not revealed what exactly they are
hoping to find. But state prosecutors confirmed that the search was
taking place as part of its investigation into the disappearance of
three-year-old Madeleine in Portugal in 2007.

Man who escaped Grândola prison in 2007
caught in Algarve
A 56-year-old man who escaped from a prison in Grândola in 2007
has been caught and arrested in the Algarve. The man was arrested
on 27 July for drug trafficking in Parragil, in the municipality of Loulé.
He had been sent to jail for drug trafficking, but in 2007 he fled the
Pinheiro da Cruz Prison and had been using a fake identity ever since.
A 60-year-old woman was also arrested.

Portugal’
Portugal’ss public deficit spikes in first half
due to pandemic

se across Portugal and especially in the Algarve where unemployment levels continue to rise.

would be more comprehensive
and cumulative than the
measures already in place”, said
Daniel Santana, referring to the
FormAlgarve programme, which
supports employers that sign
contracts for at least 12 months
with workers whose contracts
expire between 1 September
and 31 December.
According to the union leader,
the seasonality problem in the
region was aggravated by the
pandemic, due to the “economy
being very dependent on tourist
flows”.

The government has reported a public deficit of €6.7 billion in the
first half of 2020, jumping 10 times compared to the same period last
year, due to the impact of the coronavirus pandemic. Total revenues
fell almost ten percent and tax revenues dropped 14.5 percent as a
consequence of a “sharp decrease in economic activity”, while
expenditures grew more than 5 percent due to subsidies for laid-off
workers, social benefits, health equipment purchases and hiring
doctors and nurses.

WEATHER

Scorching weather in the south
Lisbon: Slight cloud cover will
continue over the weekend in the
capital, helping to keep
temperatures slightly lower with
average highs of 31 degrees and
lows of 17 degrees. From
Monday the cloud is to clear and
temperatures will be on the rise
again with highs of 34 degrees by
the end of the week.

The centre: It will be feeling
slightly cooler in the centre of
Portugal over the weekend with
temperatures peaking at 33
degrees and dropping at night to
17 degrees. From Monday the
thermometer will be on the rise
again, reaching highs of 36
degrees from Tuesday and for
the remainder of the week.

The high temperatures are to continue this weekend,
especially in the south and central region of Portugal
The north: The best of the
weather in the north is expected
on Sunday when there is to be
clear skies and average highs of
25 degrees. Saturday is to have
cloud cover and a slight chance
of rain. The remainder of the
week is set to be warm and dry
with average highs of 24 degrees
and lows of 15 degrees.

The south: It is set to be a very
hot weekend in the south of the
country with the temperatures
expected to reach highs of 37
degrees on Saturday. From
Sunday it is set to cool down
slightly, to average highs of 33
degrees and nightly lows of 20
degrees for the rest of the week in
the Algarve.
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President of the Republic meets with British
community
The President of the Republic Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa held an informal gathering
with a small group of British nationals resident in Loulé on 26 July.

Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa said he was hopeful that restrictions on flights from Portugal would be lifted by
the United Kingdom well before the end of the summer

T

he meeting was
organised by the Mayor
of Loulé, Vitor Aleixo,
and took place at the
Palácio Gama Lobo – “Loulé
Criativo” and lasted around two
hours. Among those attending
was David Thomas President
Safe Communities Portugal.
Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa
started by outlining his, and his
family connections with the
Algarve and how the region had
developed as a place where
many foreigners live. During the
meeting the president gave his

insights on various social,
economic and political issues
concerning both Portugal and
overseas, as well as the
pandemic and how Portugal had
dealt with it.
During the informal and
engaging meeting, the president
outlined the current situation
concerning Covid-19 and the
outbreaks, referring to Lisbon,
the illegal party in the Algarve and
the outbreak in Monsarz.
Points raised by those attending
concerned safety in the Algarve in
respect of Covid-19, concerns

over the economic impact in the
Algarve especially in the tourism
industry, financial assistance
especially to smaller businesses
and how they would survive, as
well as how Portugal is reflected
overseas as a safe country and
ways this could be strengthened.
Safe Communities Portugal was
able to make a number of
observations reflecting
feedback it had received from
the foreign community over the
last four months, which
overwhelmingly praised the
excellent work of the

Portuguese government, and
the robust way in which it had
managed the pandemic.
Safe Communities made
suggestions concerning a more
standardised approach to
assessing risk and that although
figures are important, the
initiatives that are being taken to
help keep the Algarve safe, plus
the level of compliance, should
not be overlooked.
Towards the end of the meeting
Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa
reflected that there was a great
effort on the part of the British
community to do much, to the
extent of their possibilities, to
“show how you are received, how
you live here, how you like to live
here, how you want to work for
the good relationship between
the two countries. Naturally, in
the economic part, in the
business part, but also in the
personal part“.
He added: “This is very important,
because diplomacy is not just
about ambassadors, ministers,
governments and heads of state.
It is made of people. And the
people who live here – and there
are many, almost 50,000 – know
the Algarve very well, since the
vast majority live here
permanently. They know what
the reality is, they present the
reality and they have a lot of

strength to convince, to
persuade, first, their compatriots
and, later, the political leaders”,
he reinforced.
In addition to the community
residing in this Algarve
municipality, there are others
working proactively to lift
restrictions. He gave an example
of Mayors “who are making
videos and testimonies of those
who live here to reach British
society. It all helps a lot, it takes
time, but it helps”.
Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa
reflected on the longstanding
association between Portugal
and the UK that goes back many
centuries. He was hopeful that
restrictions on flights from
Portugal would be lifted by the
United Kingdom well before the
end of the summer. He was
hopeful and encouraged more
British nationals to choose to live
and invest in Portugal in the
future.
President Safe Communities
Portugal, David Thomas, said: “It
was a unique opportunity to gain
an insight into the views and vast
experience of the President of
the Republic, in a most open,
relaxed and positive
environment.
“We wish to thank the Mayor of
Loulé Vitor Aleixo for his very kind
invitation and for organising this.”

British tourists not cancelling autumn holidays
British tourists are not cancelling holiday bookings in the country in the autumn however concerns remain regarding travel restrictions and if the
quarantine period for those returning from Portugal will be lifted by the UK.
Travel agencies that
work with small groups are
closely following the
guidelines of the British
government, which has so
far maintained Portugal as
a risky destination and
advises against nonessential travel, but the
sector hopes that Portugal
will eventually be included
on the list of countries

exempt from quarantine on
arrival in the United
Kingdom.
John Dixon, director of
Prestige Holidays, told
Lusa news agency that
their customers, especially
the elderly, appreciate
peaceful destinations like
the island of Madeira.
Karl Watson, of Inntravel,
an agency that offers

Petitions now need 10,000
signatures to be discussed
The Portuguese Parliament has approved an
amendment that raises the minimum number of
signatures necessary for a petition to be discussed
in a plenary session from 4,000 to 10,000.
The final text presented by the Committee on
Constitutional Affairs based on an initiative of the PSD
amending the law on the exercise of the right to petition,
had votes in favour from PS and PSD, against the
remaining parties and non-registered deputies, as well
as the socialist MP Ana Paula Vitorino.
In the original initiative, the PSD party wanted the
minimum number of signatures needed to discuss a
petition to be 15,000, but this ended up failing and instead
the minimum number of signatures was set at 10,000.

packages with activities
such as hiking or cycling in
various parts of the country,
also said that the company
continues to maintain
reservations for trips
planned for September
and October, but is not
accepting new bookings.
“For now, we hope that
the restrictions will be lifted
soon. Otherwise, refunds
will be offered or people
can schedule for 2021”, he
guaranteed.
For Noel Josephides,
director of Sunvil Holidays,
older tourists will avoid
travelling if there are any
health risks and admits
that some decided to
simply cancel or look for
other destinations that
have been considered
safer, such as Greece.
Spain’s sudden
exclusion from the list of
countries exempt from
quarantine upon arrival in
the UK has added further
uncertainty to the sector,
which criticises the
decision-making process

British
tourists are
not
cancelling
their trips
to Portugal
that are
planned for
the
autumn.

of the Boris Johnson
government.
“Why the hell is Portugal
not on the list of corridors
without quarantine? The
[Portuguese] government
has produced a convincing
and carefully crafted
document that describes
the many steps they have
taken to safeguard the
Portuguese people and
visitors,” said the president

of the association of
specialist AITO operators,
Chris Rowles.
Highlighting mortality
statistics in countries like
the United Kingdom, Spain
or Portugal, Rowles regrets
the lack of dialogue with
the authorities and
questions the criteria to
limit trips abroad, which
are affecting the sector
economically.

“The tourism industry
does not want to put our
customers or anyone else at
risk, including destinations,
on the contrary. But looking
at the numbers, we think it
would certainly be more
dangerous to stay in the UK
than to travel to countries
like Portugal and Greece,
with their very low numbers
of Covid-19 and deaths”, he
added.
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Formula 1 officially returning to Portugal
The Formula 1 World Championship will return to Portugal on 25 October, 24 years after the last
race, and will this time be held at the Autódromo Internacional do Algarve, in Portimão.

T

he Grand Prix of Portugal
will be staged between 23
and 25 October and tickets
for the event are already on
sale, Ni Amorim, president of the
Portuguese Federation of Motoring
and Karting (FPAK), told Lusa.
The last time that Formula 1 came
to Portugal was in 1996, in Estoril.
Canadian Jacques Villeneuve
(Williams) was the last winner of the
race, leaving his teammate, Briton
Damon Hill, in second place.
German Michael Schumacher in
Benetton completed the podium but
would lose the title that year to Hill.
Formula 1 had initially been
scheduled to start on 15 March in
Australia, but the race was
cancelled due to the Covid-19
pandemic.
Altogether, 13 of the 22 races of the
season have been cancelled or
postponed, but championship
officials hope to have a calendar of
15 to 18 races by the end of this
year.
The succession of cancellations
has opened the door to the use of
new circuits in the second half of the
Formula 1 World Championship
season, such as the Mugello circuit
and the Autódromo Internacional do
Algarve.

The Formula 1 race will take place in Portugal between 23 and 25 October at the Autódromo
Internacional do Algarve

Galp invests €20M
in sustainable
energy platform
Galp will invest €20 million in the
Energy Impact Partners (EIP)
platform “to reinforce its goal of
accelerating the transition to a
sustainable energy future”, the
group said in a statement.
Galp said that “it will be the only
energy company in the Iberian
Peninsula to have total access,
over five years, to a network that
joins up the relevant energy areas,
technology and mobility, focusing
on ‘scale-up’ enterprises.”
The agreement predicts that
“Galp will invest €20 million over
the next five years in the EIP
platform”, it will ensure “the
privileged access to the ‘knowhow’, knowledge of the market,
business flow and analysis of
trends available by EIP partners all
over the world”, indicated the
group.
Galp recalled that they had
already announced the intention of
“developing a portfolio of the
sustainable production of
renewable energy, to harness
opportunities of new business that
can grow”, according to the
statement.
EIP focus on “smart operation,
electrification, energy resources
distribution, mobility,
cybersecurity, houses, cities and
smart buildings”, concluded Galp.

Portugal pioneers technology to kill over 99% of Covid-19 in the air
Pioneering technology that manages to kill 99.97 percent of SARS-CoV-2 virus particles in the air in just one minute and 100 percent in five minutes,
has been developed in Portugal.
The new technology to
combat Covid-19 was
created as part of a project
led by the BLC3 Technology
and Innovation Campus, in
Oliveira do Hospital, in
partnership with the
University of Minho and the
Faculties of Pharmacy of
the universities of Lisbon
and Coimbra, said the
coordinator of the
investigation, João Nunes.
“In one minute, of the
16,982 SARS-CoV-2 virus
particles, in a sample, only
five particles were not
inactivated, which gave a
result of 99.97 percent. After
five and 15 minute
intervals, total inactivity was
obtained, without any
variation in the behaviour of
the virus”, João Nunes told
Lusa news agency.
The test was carried out
on 27 different samples,
with “all results being
scientifically validated”,
added the researcher and
president of the BLC3
association.
When studying the
behaviour of the virus, the
researchers concluded that
“one of the weakest points
[of the virus], which has not
managed to evolve over

thousands of years, has
been resistance to solar
radiation”, said João
Nunes.
The technology which
has now been developed,
called AT MicroProtect, is
based on a “new concept of
‘inverse physics’, which
integrates a system of
emission of wavelengths, in
a controlled and oriented
way, much more efficient
than solar radiation (new
principles of fluid
mechanics applied to the
flow and propagation of the
virus in airborne terms),
with the development of a
mathematical and physical
algorithm on the behaviour
of the virus”, he explained.
The equipment does not
use chemicals and just
needs electricity to work.
“One of the most
dangerous and least
controllable forms” of the
virus, that is the source of
the Covid-19 pandemic, is
transmitted between
people by air.
The technology must,
therefore, said João Nunes,
be applied as a priority to
the protection of
professionals in the health
sector, in the means of air

and land transport and
inside buildings occupied
by a high number of people,
such as airports and
shopping centres or
nursing homes.
But “it is also possible to
apply this to hotels and
restaurants and other
places where there is a
problem of indoor air
quality”, the scientist also
points out.
The World Health
Organisation recently
warned of the dangers of
airborne transmission of
the new coronavirus, but
this, he stresses, is already
part of the concern of the
consortium led by BLC3
“since the beginning of the
pandemic” - the AT
MicroProtect project was
first started on 14 March.
In three weeks,
knowledge and technology
were developed, after
which it took some time to
access isolated and
certified strains of the
SARS-CoV-2 virus, to
scientifically validate the
whole process, said João
Nunes.
For this, the support of the
North American laboratory,
which also provides virus

samples for the
development of vaccines
worldwide, was very
important.
The consortium had
access to an isolated strain
from Hong Kong (at the
beginning of the
pandemic), another from
the USA (final phase) and a
third from Italy
(intermediate phase).
“The virus alone has no
intelligence but us humans
have intelligence and

The test
was
carried out
on 27
different
samples,
with “all
results
being
scientifically
validated”

knowledge and these are
the best weapons we can
use against it”, said João
Nunes, arguing that “we
cannot wait for a response
from vaccines and
medications in the face of
airborne viruses.”
“We have to learn to be
prepared in another way,
we have to gain the capacity
to act quickly”, especially
since “it is still not certain
when there will be a
vaccine”, emphasises the

researcher, highlighting
this work as an example in
the health sector in a
multidisciplinary format.
“Today, we have very indepth scientific knowledge
about the behaviour of this
virus”, which will allow, said
João Nunes, “the
development of more
technology and knowledge
and expand the application
to other viruses and
bacteria of interest to public
health and safety.”
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Portugal air bridge decision based on
“scientific and technical” advice
The UK Embassy has admitted that the decision to maintain travel restrictions to the country as “disappointing for
Portugal” but assured that it is based “exclusively on public health considerations” and “scientific and technical advice”.

The decisions
has been
“based solely
on public
health
considerations
with the
objective of
minimising
the risk to
UK travellers
and the risk
of importing
new cases of
Covid-19
into the UK”.
(Photo: Lusa)

“

We understand that
this is a
disappointing
outcome for many
people in both countries,”
said the Embassy led by
Chris Sainty in a statement
released after the

announcement of the British
Government’s decision to
keep Portugal out of the
travel corridors that exempt
passengers from
quarantine upon arrival in
the United Kingdom.
The statement stresses that

“the first duty of any
government is to protect its
population” and that “these
decisions are based solely
on public health
considerations to minimise
the risk for British travellers
and the risk of importing

new cases of Covid- 19 for
the UK.”
The British Government’s
decisions have been
informed by scientific and
technical advice prepared
by Public Health England
(PHE) and the Joint
Biosecurity Centre (JBC).
PHE consider a range of
factors impacting travel
overseas including (i)
weekly population
adjusted incidence rates
(ii) death rate (iii) testing in
country (rate, capacity,
positivity rate) (iv) WHO
country self-reporting data
(community transmission,
clusters, etc) (v)
epidemiological
intelligence.
“The experts advising the
UK Government have had
access to all the relevant
public source data for
Portugal, as well as
extensive data and evidence
provided by the Portuguese
Government. They have
considered many indicators

in addition to the latest case
numbers, including regional
data, testing data, testing
strategy and the nature of
recent COVID-19 outbreaks
in Portugal. There has also
been direct contact between
experts from both countries
to discuss the data.
“We appreciate the
comprehensive efforts by
the Portuguese
Government and the health
authorities in fighting the
pandemic, containing the
spread of the virus and
keeping hospitalisation and
death rates very low.
However, due to the series
of outbreaks in recent
weeks, the prevalence of
the virus in mainland
Portugal over the recent
period has remained
persistently high. “While the
indicators have shown
improvement in recent
days, they are not yet at a
level which allows the UK
Government to relax the
current measures.”

The UK Government has
said that these decisions will
be regularly reviewed and
that going forward, the list of
exempted countries will be
reviewed on a more
frequent basis to enable the
UK Government to respond
quickly to the latest
epidemiological
assessments.
The statement concludes:
“We continue to believe that
the measures adopted by
the Portuguese authorities
are the right ones and will
bring the infection rate down
to sustained low levels,
allowing the UK to lift the
remaining restrictions as
soon as that can safely be
achieved”.
If you disagree with the
decision of the UK
Government to continue to
leave Portugal off the air
bridge list, then visit our
website or Facebook page
for further details on how to
sign a petition and lobby UK
ministers.

Mandatory use of masks in Madeira
The Government of Madeira has decided to extend the state of calamity in
the archipelago, until 31 August, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, and has
made the use of a mask in all public places mandatory.
The mandatory use of a community
protection mask applies in all public
spaces explained the regional secretary
for Health, Pedro Ramos, stressing that
“all types of public spaces are included,
closed or open”.
The minister was speaking at a press
conference to announce new measures to
be implemented in the region, in the
context of combating the Covid-19
pandemic.
Pedro Ramos said that the obligation to
wear a mask does, however, have
exceptions.
Children up to 10 years of age, “people
who have difficulty putting on or removing
the mask without assistance” and “other
situations previously identified by health
authorities” are not covered by the
measure.
The latest data released by the Institute
of Health Administration (IASAÚDE) at
the time of going to press, showed that
Madeira had recorded a total of 105
cases of Covid-19, eight of which are still
active.
The mandatory use of a mask in all
public spaces takes effect on 1 August,
coinciding with the beginning of the
extension of the state of calamity in the
archipelago.
Pedro Ramos explained that the legal
framework for this measure relates to the
need to “protect public health”, however

he did not specify on what law it is based.
The government official said that the
inspection will be the responsibility of
the security forces and the Regional
Economic Activities Authority (ARAE).
“We do not anticipate having to issue
fines, because we think this measure is
more proactive”, he stressed, reinforcing
that it meets the “culture of rigor” of the
Regional Government, of PSD / CDS-PP
coalition, in addressing the pandemic .
In April, the executive recommended the
use of a mask by everyone, but indicated
that its use by the general population
would not be mandatory because that
“would require new legislation”.
The regional secretary for Health and
Civil Protection did not mention any
legislative changes, but stressed the
importance of the executive’s new
determination and called for the
“responsibility” of everyone in maintaining
public health.
“The use of a community mask in all
spaces becomes mandatory as an
additional form of protection for the
population in the region”, he said,
reinforcing: “We are one of the safest
regions in the world and, as such, we must
adopt good practices of individual and
collective protection.
“If we all collaborate, we will all win.
Tourism wins, the regional economy wins,
public health wins”, he stressed.
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Bank commission slashed by government
Parliament has approved the end of several banking commissions including on MB Way, on the
termination and renegotiation of credit and on new contracts.

It is hoped that Banco de Portugal [BdP] will be able to supervise much better if
commissions are exceeding the limit of what is reasonable with the new rules.

P

roposals to end commissions on
electronic platforms and
commissions on home loans to
consumers, were approved with
votes in favour from PS, BE, PCP, PAN,
PEV and non-MEPs Cristina Rodrigues
and Joacine Katar Moreira registered,
Chega abstained and votes against came

from PSD, CDS-PP and IL.
PS deputy Miguel Matos, the coordinator
of the Banking Commissions Working
Group, told Lusa that “the end of a set of
commissions” was guaranteed after the
vote on legislative packages at the Budget
and Finance Committee
On MB Way, according to the deputy, the

end of bank fees “for certain low-value
transactions” was approved, with an
“operating limit of €30, a monthly limit of
€150 and up to 25 transfers per month”,
which become free.
Above these transfers, a rate equal to that of
the European Commission’s transfer
regulation is applied, 0.2 percent for debit
cards and 0.3 percent for credit cards.
According to the deputy “there was already a
principle that banks could charge
commissions for services provided but now
there is a limit of proportionality and
reasonableness in bank commissions”.
“Banco de Portugal [BdP] will be able to
supervise much better if commissions are
exceeding the limit of what is reasonable”.
In financial services, deputies also
decided that discriminatory prices cannot
be applied for operations in identical
services, to ensure freedom of competition
between payment applications, according
to the deputy.
According to Miguel Matos, it was also
decided that the National Council of
Financial Supervisors (CNSF), composed
of the Governor of Banco de Portugal
(BdP), the chairman of the Securities
Market Commission (CMVM) and the
chairman of the Supervisory Authority of
Insurance and Pension Funds (ASF) must
prepare a report on regulatory ‘sandbox’
[regulated experimental spaces] for
‘fintech’ [technological financial
companies].

Sardine fishing
extended
beyond July
Fishermen will continue to be
able to catch sardines after 1
August, according to Diário da
República, which raises the limit
of catches to 6,405 tonnes.
According to the diploma, signed by
the Secretary of State for Fisheries, José
Apolinário, the limit of sardines caught
by the Portuguese fleet for the period
beginning on 1 August is 6,405 tonnes,
to be divided between the group of
vessels whose owners are members of
producer organisations (POs)
recognised for sardines (6,308 tonnes)
and the group of vessels whose owners
are not members of POs recognised for
sardines (97 tonnes).
Fishing for sardines had been
banned since 12 October and
reopened on 1 June.
According to the document, fishing
is not allowed during the weekend and
on national holidays and starting on
14 September, fishing for sardines on
Wednesdays will not be allowed.
According to the order, when the
limit of 6,405 tonnes of sardines
caught is reached, a new order will be
published, prohibiting the fishing of
sardines in zone 9 defined by
International Council for the
Exploration of the Sea.
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Overcoming a plateau in your
N
Portuguese learning
MOLLY
SMITH

“I’m just not getting it! I’ve been living here for years — I should know more!” Does
this sound like you?

If the only measure of success is “being fluent”, then learning Portuguese will feel
discouraging and never-ending

O

ver time, many
language
learners hit a
plateau where it
starts to feel like all the
effort isn’t paying off. You
thought you would be fluent
by now, but instead, you
feel lost every time you try to
have a conversation.
If the only measure of
success is “being fluent”,
then learning Portuguese
will feel discouraging and
never-ending. If you can
shift your focus to enjoying

the ongoing process of
learning Portuguese, you’ll
find that small, consistent
improvements will soon
accumulate and push you
towards a new milestone.
Remember that failure is
not only acceptable, it’s
necessary! If you aren’t
struggling and making
mistakes, then you
probably aren’t
challenging yourself
enough. Seeking out
failure, rather than
avoiding it, is an important

step towards any kind of
growth. The challenge
becomes maintaining
resilience in the face of
these inevitable setbacks.
Defining clear, realistic
goals is absolutely
essential. “I want to speak
fluently” may be your
motivation, but as an
actionable goal, it’s too
vague and far off. Instead,
goals should be specific
and realistic: small things
you can accomplish within
the next day, week, or
month.
They could be as simple as
“ask for the menu in
Portuguese at lunch today”
or “memorise the numbers
1-20 by the end of the
week”. A great way to start
building a foundation for
your own Portuguese
learning is to clearly
identify some of these baby
steps that will have an
impact on your daily life.
Think of your short-term
goals as launching off

points. If you feel excited
about a particular topic or
need a break from the
structure, let yourself veer
off the path to engage with
the language until you find
you need another boost.
Learning a language
happens through
thousands of small
successes over time, rather
than a few large leaps.
Unfortunately, these
milestones become less
obvious the longer you
spend learning the
language, so just as you
need to be intentional about
goal setting, you also need
to continuously look for
these small achievements.
For more information on
identifying realistic and
motivating goals (and with
Portuguese support along
the way), visit
practiceportuguese.com/
goals

TAP to resume 40% of
flights in September
TAP has said that the company intends to
restore around 40 percent of its normal prepandemic operation, with 66 routes in August
and 76in September, representing a total of
700 flights per week.
“TAP is gradually restoring its operation and has
approximately 500 weekly round-trip flights scheduled
for August, across a total of 66 routes. In September, the
company plans to carry out around 700 flights a week,
across a total of 76 routes” reads a company statement.
In August, the increases will see TAP offering 18
weekly flights to Brazil, 20 flights to six destinations in
North America, 44 flights to nine destinations in Africa,
329 flights to 30 cities in Europe and 126 flights to six
national airports.
In August, Porto will also have connections to Ponta
Delgada, Rio de Janeiro, Newark, London, Milan and
Zurich, which will join the connections to Paris,
Luxembourg and Funchal, which were restored in July.
In September, the Porto - Amsterdam route will also
begin.
The national air carrier expects to have 22 flights a
week to Brazil in September, 30 flights on eight routes in
North America, 59 flights to 13 cities in Africa and the
Middle East, 498 flights to 35 European cities and 159
flights between six cities from Portugal.
“The list of routes and flights may be adjusted whenever
circumstances require, given the dynamics of the
changing of taxes and restrictions in the various
countries, due to the evolution of the pandemic, as well as
changes in customer demand”, it says.
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Advertiser’s Announcment

QP Savills proudly present Marriott’s new
N
W Residences, Algarve
KERSTIN BLECHNER

QP Savills are one of the largest property agents in the Algarve with a long history and unrivalled expertise in dealing with
top properties across the coast. They have been Savills associates for over 20 years and have four local offices.

O

wners, directors and sisters
(and usually best friends)
Kerstin Buechner and Alison
Hojbjerg could not be more
proud of their team of 22 Special Agents,
as they have become known. Alison
remembers, “When we started over 20
years ago out of a small office in Quinta do
Lago we were three people and all shared
one computer.” All these years later, and
with a lot of hard work, commitment to
excellence and providing a truly first-class
service, things are a little different. With
careful yet determined strategy for growth,
their impressive 500m2 head office in
Quinta do Lago is now joined by an office in
Vale do Lobo, another in an impressive
historical building in the centre of Loulé
and the newest pearl in their chain is an
office at Marriott’s new W Algarve, where
they are the privileged exclusive agents
tasked with selling the exciting new W
Residences.

Kerstin comments, “Portugal’s allure has
not escaped the attention of international
developers and hoteliers. Marriott, one of
the world’s most recognised and successful
hospitality operators has arrived and is
opening the fabulous 5-star W Algarve.”
Located waterfront to some of the most
iconic beaches on the coast including
Evaristo, Marriott’s W Algarve is the most
exciting new development to arrive in the
Algarve and listed in Forbes to be one of
the most exciting new hotel openings
worldwide! Here, it is set to ignite the local
scene with trendsetting style and
innovative luxury design. The resort will
have 134 stylish hotel guest rooms and
suites, extravagant 5-star facilities and a
full range of culinary experiences. Kerstin
continues with pride, “The development
includes 83 W Residences; one, two,
three and four-bedroom which we
launched in early summer 2019 and the
project is currently the fastest selling

development in Europe”.
Developed by Nozul and now well under
construction and due to open its doors in
spring of 2021, sales started well from the
launch and even during lockdown the
project has attracted an unprecedented
amount of enquiries. Phase 1 was sold
quickly and what is also really interesting
is the profile of the buyers.
Many are relatively new to the Algarve but
often huge Marriott fans and the
development’s beachfront location, and
unrivalled plethora of facilities, restaurants
and W style entertainment are a big draw.
The buyers are generally well-travelled
young families who appreciate top quality
facilities and services and couples in their
50s and 60s looking for a fully serviced
residential community with everything at
their doorstep.
Prices start at €555,000 and go up to
€2,850,000 for the larger units.
The Residences are Golden Visa and
NHR friendly and with the recent travel
restrictions, we are delighted to be
receiving much attention from the
Portuguese market with wealthy families
from Porto and Lisbon showing more and
more interest.
If you would like to have a personal tour of
the W Algarve or take a virtual peak, call us!
Our team are at your service and more
than happy to show you around.
The property market in the Algarve has
gone from strength to strength. Over the
past three years QP Savills have sold a
number of large properties in the Quinta
do Lago and Vale do Lobo area for over
€18,000 per square metre. This is an
important milestone for the country’s
property market and represents values not
seen before nationally. Price tags of over
€10 million are now more and more

common, with standards of construction
and design able to compete with the best
in the world.
In a world where safety and security,
accessibility and world-class facilities are
in high demand, no wonder Portugal
features prominently on the world travel
map. No wonder the likes of Marriott and
world-class developers have set their
sights on Portugal.
In conclusion, Alison says, “We are
excited about growing our business. We
are fully committed to maintaining the
high standards of service which we have
developed over the past 20 years and we
are delighted to be the chosen sales
agents for Marriott’s new W Algarve
Residences.”
For further information about QP Savills,
please call 289 396 073, email
ask@qp.pt or visit www.qp.pt
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Of Plagues and Genocides

N
GWYNNE DYER

Last month in the city of Baltimore, they tore down a statue of Christopher Columbus and threw it into the harbour.

The protesters who yanked it down with ropes were dedicated to removing statues
“honoring white supremacists, owners of enslaved people, perpetrators of genocide,
and colonisers.”

A

ccording to the
Baltimore Sun,
the protesters
who yanked it
down with ropes were
dedicated to removing
statues “honoring white
supremacists, owners of
enslaved people,
perpetrators of genocide,
and colonisers.”
We could waste a lot of time
discussing the many ways
this was wrong. In terms of
the goals of ‘Black Lives
Matter” it was a pointless
distraction that merely
provided fresh material for
Donald Trump’s campaign
of racist incitement and
slander – but it may have

been a deliberate
provocation: the ‘protesters’
were almost all white.
For Little Italy, the inner-city
Italian neighbourhood
whose second and third
generation immigrants
paid to erect the statue 36
years ago, it was just mean
and contemptuous. All they
wanted to do was put up a
statue of a famous Italian,
and they knew that
Christopher Columbus was
the only one most of their
fellow-Americans would
recognise.
It was wrong because
Columbus was not a slave
owner (no Europeans
owned slaves in his time).

He was not a ‘coloniser’
(his geography was
mistaken, but he was just
trying to find a direct trade
route to Asia). And he was
certainly not a ‘white
supremacist’: 15th-century
Europeans had virtually no
contact with people of
other colours, so the issue
didn’t even arise.
But let’s get to the point.
There is one item in this
indictment that is worth
talking about, not because
it is historically correct but
because it shines some
light on our current
predicament. It’s this
business about
‘perpetrators of genocide’ –

the alleged genocide that
wiped out 90 percent of the
people living in the
Americas within a century
after Columbus’s arrival in
the Caribbean.
In the course of conquering
the civilisations of the New
World during the 16 th
century – Aztecs, Incas,
Mayas, etc. – the
conquistadors
undoubtedly killed tens or
even hundreds of
thousands of people.
That’s what conquests do,
and practically every
human society has gone
through that experience at
one time or another.
A lot of other native
Americans, perhaps
hundreds of thousands in
the course of the first
century of Spanish rule,
were worked to death,
especially in the silver
mines of Mexico and
Bolivia. But there is no
record or evidence of mass
killing on the scale of the
great conquerors of
Eurasia like Genghis Khan
and Tamurlane, nor is
there any reason why the
conquerors would have
wanted to kill on that
scale.Yet 90 percent of the
population of the Americas
– let’s say 45 out of 50
million people – perished
between 1500 and 1600.
Most of them were farmers,
of course, and as the
forests grew back on their
abandoned farms it drew
so much carbon dioxide
out of the atmosphere that
the global temperature
dropped, causing (or at

least exacerbating) the
Little Ice Age of the 1600s
and 1700s.
What killed the great
majority of those people
was not violence but waves
of quick-killer Eurasian
diseases to which they had
no immunity: influenza
and pneumonic plagues,
enteric fevers, smallpox,
even measles. Just one
wave of ‘cocoliztli’
(probably salmonella
enterica, an enteric fever
similar to typhoid) killed 80
percent of the Aztec
population of Mexico in
1545-50.
Quick-killer diseases only
thrive in species that live in
dense herds, where the
killer virus or bacteria has a
good chance of being
passed on before its
current victim dies. The
native American
populations mostly lived in
densely populated
civilisations by Columbus’s
time, but they hadn’t left the
common hunter-gatherer
past behind long enough to
develop such diseases.
By 1500 Europeans and
Asians had been farmers
living in dense populations
with lots of cities for almost
5,000 years: plenty of time
for those diseases to make
the jump from their herds
of cattle, sheep, and pigs to
new human hosts. With
each new disease, millions
died: the Antonine plague
devastated the Roman
Empire in the 2nd century
AD, and the Black Death
killed about one-third of the
populations of both Europe

and Asia in the 13th century.
In the Americas, however,
farming cultures with
dense populations and
cities were thousands of
years more recent, and
there were few herd
animals. The populations
had not yet developed
quick-killer diseases of
their own, and they had no
defences against the
Eurasian ones. They got hit
by them all at once, and it
almost wiped them out.
It wasn’t a genocide. In fact
‘first contact’ would have
had the same devastating
effect on New World
civilisations if Aztec
explorers with sea-going
ships had ‘discovered’
Europe.
But the whole process has
a serious message for us,
because the current
pandemic is just a later
example of the same
problem. New, highly
infectious diseases are a
chronic problem in mass
societies like the current
global civilisation. There
will be more, and some will
be more lethal.

Gwynne Dyer is an
independent journalist
whose articles are
published in 45 countries.
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Health Anxiety
SIR, I read with interest your
article on Health Anxiety (PN
25th July) as this chronicles my
husband perfectly.
I have always said he was a
hypochondriac. A headache
must be a brain tumour. A pain in
his leg must mean he needs a
new hip! Covid? “I feel hot, have
I got a fever? “ The list is
endless. I sound unsympathetic,
but if he is truly under the
weather I can tell and make sure
he’s given what’s necessary to
clear the problem.
Numerous visits to the
doctors for re-assurance and
being told that there is nothing
wrong with him does calm him
for a while.
It is hard living with someone
with this anxiety, even though
he, himself, admits that he’s
usually just making a mountain
out of a molehill.
But my main concern is that
one day he really will be ill and I
won’t believe him.
So thank you again for the
article, it has given me a better
understanding of the condition.
NAME AND ADDRESS
WITHHELD, By email

Tragedy in
Santo Tirso
SIR, Portugal actually has
some good animal welfare laws
but few are implemented or far
less adhered to sadly, case in
point the appalling fire in Santo
Tirso that horribly killed many
dozens of dogs and cats. Why
did the GNR and other
authorities stand by and
supposedly not be allowed or
even want to enter the
premises? What was being
hidden in this place?
Undoubtedly horrible things the
operators did not want seen.
The President of the Order of
Veterinarians has just stated
that a survey of shelters that
house animals and the
conditions under which they
operate must be carried out to
prevent similar tragedies.
We ask what planet this
person has been living on as

probably 95% of all abandoned
animals (many hundreds of
thousands) are destined for
such non-licensed premises.
Many including most municipal
kennels are just not fit for
purpose and have not been so
for years.
Who is regulating and
monitoring these shelters? The
answer is nobody! And does he
have a suggestion as to what
to do with the animals if these
shelters were to be closed
down because statutory
requirements were not met,
probably again starting with
most municipal kennels.
No official overall
organisation, albeit even a nongovernmental one, exists in
Portugal to ensure the
implementation, monitoring of
and adherence to national
animal welfare laws with the
ability to issue severe penalties
as exists in most other civilised
countries. To avoid another
Santo Tirso tragedy it must be
time such an entity was
introduced and made
mandatory in Portugal in order
to weed out those shelters that
are dramatically not only failing
their communities but worse still
their wards.
ARA, along with others we
are sure, would really welcome
the creation of such an overall
(umbrella) organisation and we
would be very willing to be part
of, advise and in any way assist
in its structure and
implementation. One of the first
things that must happen is the
legalisation of “good” shelters.
IAN HENDERSON,
By email

Air Bridge
SIR, I was surprised by the
three letters in your latest issue.
All three state that the UK has a
far worse incidence of Covid
than Portugal, but all three
complain that Portugal was
excluded from the air bridge.
I would have thought they
would have been glad that
infected Brits are being
discouraged from entering
Portugal. In fact with worldwide

Letters to the editor
The opinions expressed here are those of our readers
and not necessarily of The Portugal News. The editor
reserves the right to edit letters or refuse publication.
Send your letters, which must include your name and full
postal address and should preferably be under 300 words, to:
The Portugal News, Apartado 13, 8401-901 Lagoa. Email:
letters@theportugalnews.com

N

cases rising daily, it makes
absolutely no sense for airports
to receive passengers from
anywhere or to have road
borders open to Spain
DAVID FOOT, By email

Covid-free
Certificates
SIR, Further to my comments
of two weeks ago, today, we
have a perverted scenario
imploding due to her majesty’s
governments continued
audacious mismanagement of
Covid-19 and where the
responsibility lies.
In the last 24 hours, both
Spain and Italy have
experienced dramatic
contamination increases.
Some refer it to a second wave.
How about UK tourists
saturating these two countries
simply due to the air bridge?
There is no reoccurrence!
EU governments must insist
that those flying in from any UK
origin point must possess a
Covid-19 free certificate issued
by the NHS and dated within
72 hours of their arrival at a
European destination.
Otherwise, no entry!
This is no longer up to the UK
to dictate as their stats have
not improved and remain the
most abysmal in Europe.
Brussels must immediately
impose this requirement.
Individual countries will not
given the impact of tourism on
their economies.
Enough of the proverbial
toothless bulldog! Get your act
together or your residents will
have to holiday domestically.

There is an obvious
correlation between the Air
bridge announcement, the
tsunami of Brits in Spain and
Italy and the precipitous
increase of covid 19 cases.
Why should the residents of
Southern Europe be subjected
to British hypocrisy?
GEORGE SANTA CLARA,
Olhão.

Face Masks
SIR, With the lifting of
restrictions, and now being
able to visit shops hairdressers,
cafes and restaurants, is it not
time the government stopped
forcing people to wear these
ridiculous masks? Not only are
they unsightly, uncomfortable
and unhygienic, they are no
longer necessary, if in fact they
ever were. They are no real
protection against any virus.
The public should stop
behaving like brainwashed
sheep, and realise that the only
real danger is not an ephemeral
“virus” but the loss of freedom.
G. WALKER, By email

Re: Air Bridge
SIR, I’ve been working very
hard on front line during this
pandemic time, putting myself
and my family’s lives in risk. I
lost my mum in January and just
need to go back and be with
my family. I think mentally I
really need this break, I have
been working 7 days a week
during the pandemic and
haven’t even had the time to
start grieving, please let us go
and have a break .
MONICA FORMAS, via
www.theportugalnews.com

Please send your Letters to:
letters@theportugalnews.com

Cancelllation of Car Boot Sale
The west coast car boot sale, normally held on the first
Sunday of each month at The Old School House, Vales, Aljezur,
has again been cancelled on 2 August and on 6 September due
to the current coronavirus pandemic. Amovate, the community
association which hosts the event will review the situation again
sometime in September, as their committee feels allowing such a
gathering remains too much of a risk as it would be difficult to
maintain and monitor the strict Covid-19 rules. They will keep
everyone informed of any developments.

CHARITIES
APAA CHARITY SHOPS Dunas do Alvor: Tues to Sat
10.30am - 2pm. Rua Elias Garcia
20, Silves, Mon – Sat 10am -2pm
Volunteers always welcome
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com
SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES
in the Algarve receives items for
families in need, Guia and
surrounding areas. To donate or
discuss concerns about a needy
family contact Su Davis: 932
307 548, su.davis@sapo.pt
Facebook:support for families
in the Algarve.
A.A.G. CHARITY Shop
Guia. Situated in the Main
Street, opposite the Football
Club Snack bar and close to
Crédito Agrícola Bank.
Opening hours Mon - Fri,
10am to 5.45pm, Sat 10am to
2pm. Closed Sun. Animal
charity feeding street animals.
Patron Bonnie Tyler.
PIANIST WANTED on a
volunteer basis for occasional
Sunday services at the
Anglican Church of St
Vincent’s Chaplaincy, Praia da
Luz. Email pet.alex@sapo.pt
THE GOODWILL CHARITY
CHARITY.
R. Direita 5, Ed. Portus
Magnus, Portimão. (Close to
Theatre). 968 740 693, 10am
to 2pm. Clothes, bric a brac
and furniture in saleable cond.,
large items collected. We would
like to thank you all for your
donations and for shopping,
that has enabled us to help the
local community.
SECOND CHANCE charity
shop at Largo Das Ferreiras (on
roundabout), Ferreiras,
Albufeira. Open Mon to Fri,
10am to 4pm. Sat 10am to 1pm.
Supporting people in need, also
Bombeiros, Soup kitchens,
Riding for the disabled, AHSA
day care centre for the elderly
and more. Contact Maggie
Cook 917 707 808.
PORTIMÃO SOUP
KITCHEN Beco São José,
Rua São José, under old
bridge in Portimão. Come and
help us make sandwiches &
serve food to hungry but
appreciative people. For more
info call Joy 917 358 098.
THE DONKEY
SANCTUARY Refugio dos
Burros charity shops have
opened in Ferragudo and
Carvoeiro and Lagoa with
temporary opening hours,
10am -2pm Monday to Friday
and 10am -1pm Saturday.
Come along there’s lots of
bargains and all new summer
stock. As we have had no
income at all for the last few
weeks we would welcome any
donations. For more info call
Chris 966 033 127
CARVOEIRO CAT
CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO
ASSOCIAÇÃO.
Located in Porches and run
entirely by volunteers. We are
looking for some more
volunteers to help in our shelter

of 250 cats as well as some
foster families for our cats. Call
918 552 788 or email ccc.
carvoeirocatcharity@gmail.com
ASMAA CHARITY & UP
UPCycling Hub. Volunteers are
now needed for our shop.
Wed, Fri and Sat 11.30am to
5pm, other days by
appointment only. Tel 969 320
231, email info@asmaaalgarve.org Rua J. Pereira
Sampaio Bruno, Nº 53.
Portimão (Behind Bombeiros).
MADRUGADA
ASSOCIAÇÃO Madrugada’s
volunteer run Homestore in
Lagoa, its Boutique, Encore
and Madrugada Homestore
Lagos have reopened.
Opening hours will be 11am to
3pm until further notice. Thank
you to all our customers,
donors and volunteers for your
continuing support. Because
You Care, We Can.
CADELA CARLOTA shop in
Lagos open Mon to Fri, 10am
to 1pm/3pm to 5pm. Almadena:
Mon to Fri, 10am to 4pm, Sat,
10am to 1pm. We always need
extra hands in our shops.
ASSOCIAÇÃO DE
CARIDADE MÃOS de
Ajuda. Helping Hands Charity
Shop, 13A Avenida Dr.
Eduardo Mansinho, Tavira. 100
metres from Porta Nova Post
Office. Open Monday,
Wednesday, Saturday 10am to
1pm. Help us to help others in
the Tavira Area. 963558138
WORN AGAIN charity shop
(formerly Tavira Treasure) Rua
Almirante Càndido dos Reis, 134
Tavira 8800-357. Open every
Monday and Saturday, 10am –
1pm. We also receive donations
of clothing, books, household
goods, small furniture. Contact
Sara 967 159 010
FRENCH LANGUAGE
Following the French
Government’s initiative to
expand the French language,
we are looking for Volunteers
to teach French in Albufeira or
Olhos de Água to children and
adults. No experience or
qualifications necessary, just
fluency in French and a
passion to meet and help
others learn this beautiful
language. Please contact 961
636 201 or Angelica
fash.co@gmail.com
THE NANDI CHARITY
SHOP
SHOP. Winter Summer clothing
now in store. Open 11am - 3pm.
Furniture can be collected within
30km Lagos.Tel 912 741 857
WOOFF
WOOFF. (Worn only once
Fashion & Furniture) charity
shop in Almancil. High quality
second hand clothes and
furniture. All profits to Animal
Rescue Algarve. New
opening hours Mon-Fri
10am-3pm, Sat. 10am-1pm
(during the Covid-19
pandemic). Tel: 289 123 456
or 917558121
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SATURDAY 01/08/20

SUNDAY 02/08/20

MONDAY 03/08/20

TUESDAY 04/08/20

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

06.00
10.00
11.30
12.00
13.00
13.15
16.10
16.30
19.55
20.40
21.30
22.00
22.20
22.50
23.50
00.50
02.30
02.35

06.00
09.00
09.30
10.30
11.15
12.15
13.00
13.15
13.50
14.50
15.35
16.20
18.35
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
00.25
02.10
02.15

06.00
09.00
10.00
10.45
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30

06.00
09.00
10.00
10.45
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.45

Breakfast.
Saturday Kitchen Best Bites.
The Great Food Guys.
Football Focus.
BBC News; Weather.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
BBC News; Weather.
MOTD Live: FA Cup Final.
Pointless Celebrities.
Casualty.
Mrs Brown’s Boys.
BBC News; Weather.
MOTD: FA Cup Highlights.
ODI Cricket Highlights.
Hot Property.
FILM: Spike Island.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.45
07.15
07.30
08.00
08.30
09.00
10.00
12.00
12.30
12.35
13.20
15.10
16.10
17.30
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
21.30
00.25
01.15
03.15

Marrying Mum and Dad.
Wild & Weird.
All Over the Place: UK.
The Dengineers.
Deadly 60.
Mountain Gorilla.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
Nigellissima.
Royal Recipes.
Holiday of My Lifetime with Len Goodman.
FILM: The Railway Children.
The Great British Countryside.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
David Attenborough’s Natural Curiosities.
Amazing Hotels: Life Beyond the Lobby.
Great Continental Railway Journeys.
American History’s Biggest Fibs with
Lucy Worsley.
Live at the Apollo.
FILM: Apocalypse Now: The Final Cut.
Snooker: The World Championship.
Snooker: World Championship Extra.
This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00
09.25
11.35
12.40
12.50
13.25
16.30
17.00
18.00
18.25
19.25
21.00
23.45
00.05
01.00
03.00

CITV.
James Martin’s Saturday Morning.
John and Lisa’s Weekend Kitchen.
ITV News and Weather.
Riding a Dream.
ITV Racing: Glorious Goodwood.
Tipping Point: Best Ever Finals.
The Masked Singer US.
ITV News and Weather.
Celebrity Catchphrase.
The Voice Kids.
FILM: On Her Majesty’s Secret Service.
ITV News and Weather; Weather.
Unforgettable World Cup Moments.
Ideal World.
Babushka.

Channel 4
06.05
06.30
08.00
10.55
12.00
13.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
23.55
00.55
03.15

Everybody Loves Raymond.
The Big Bang Theory.
The Simpsons.
Formula 1 British Grand Prix Practice 3 Live.
Speed with Guy Martin.
Formula 1 British Grand Prix Qualifying Live.
Grand Designs: Living in the Country.
A Place in the Sun.
The Supervet.
Channel 4 News.
Great Canal Journeys.
Churchill’s Secret Affair.
FILM: Gone Girl.
Formula 1 British Grand Prix Qualifying
Highlights.
FILM: Brawl in Cell Block 99.
This Is Us.

BBC Four
19.00
21.00
22.45
23.15
00.15
00.50
01.15
02.15
03.15

Live Snooker: The World Championship.
The Last Wave.
Aretha Franklin: Respect.
Gospel According to Mica - The Story
of Gospel Music in Six Songs.
Mahalia Jackson in Concert.
FA Cup TOTP2.
Top of the Pops: 1989.
Gershwin’s Summertime: The Song
That Conquered the World.
Close.

Breakfast.
MOTD: FA Cup Highlights.
Sunday Morning Live.
Wanted Down Under.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News; Weather.
Songs of Praise.
Escape to the Country.
Money for Nothing.
Garden Rescue.
FILM: War Horse.
BBC News; Weather.
Countryfile.
Antiques Roadshow.
A Suitable Boy.
BBC News; Weather; Weather.
FILM: Dangerous Liaisons.
Looking for Alaska.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.20
06.50
07.35
08.30
09.30
10.00
12.00
13.00
18.00
19.00
21.00
22.35
00.00

The Edible Garden.
The A to Z of TV Cooking.
Countryfile.
Gardeners’ World.
Beechgrove.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
The Crucible: 40 Golden Snooker Years.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
Greece with Simon Reeve.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
FILM: The Edge.
Heroes.
Snooker: The World Championship.

ITV London
06.00
07.30
07.40
07.50
08.00
08.15
08.30
09.25
10.20
11.20
11.50
12.20
12.30
14.00
15.00
15.30
16.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
22.05
22.20
23.15
00.10
01.00

CITV.
Scrambled!: Mighty Mike.
Scrambled!: Mighty Mike.
Scrambled!: Mr Bean: The Animated Series.
Scrambled!: NinjaGo: Secrets of the
Forbidden Spinjitzu.
Scrambled!: Ben 10.
Martin & Roman’s Sunday Best!
John and Lisa’s Weekend Kitchen.
Beautiful Baking with Juliet Sear.
Inside Britain’s Food Factories.
Wonders of the Coast Path.
ITV News and Weather.
The Voice Kids.
The Masked Singer US.
You’ve Been Framed!
Coronation Street: Partnerships.
FILM: The Man with the Golden Gun.
ITV News and Weather.
The Durrells.
Downton Abbey.
ITV News and Weather; Weather.
Inside the Ritz Hotel.
Long Lost Family Special: Born Without
Trace - What Happened Next.
Gone to Pot: American Road Trip.
Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.10
07.00
08.30
09.30
12.30
13.00
13.45
16.15
17.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
23.45
00.45

Everybody Loves Raymond.
The Big Bang Theory.
Bake Off: The Professionals - The Final.
Sunday Brunch.
The Simpsons.
Formula 1 British Grand Prix Live Build-Up.
Formula 1 British Grand Prix Live.
Formula 1 British Grand Prix Live Reaction.
Guy Martin: World’s Fastest Tractor.
Channel 4 News.
Escape to the Chateau.
Egypt’s Great Pyramid Uncovered.
FILM: X-Men: Apocalypse.
Formula 1 British Grand Prix Highlights.
FILM: Raw.

20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.10

Breakfast.
BBC News.
Murder, Mystery and My Family.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Close Calls: On Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
The Heights.
Celebrity Eggheads.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue: Top of the Plots.
Antiques Road Trip.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Stacey Dooley and the Lockdown
Babies - Panorama.
EastEnders: Secrets from the Square.
Ghosts.
Line of Duty.
BBC News at Ten; Weather.
Enterprice.
Canada’s Drag Race.

BBC Two England
06.20
07.05
07.30
08.30
09.00
10.00
12.00
13.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.45

Murder, Mystery and My Family.
Meerkat Manor.
Sign Zone: Great Asian Railway Journeys.
Westminster in Review.
Lost Land of the Jaguar.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
BBC News.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
Eggheads.
Meerkat Manor.
Saving Lives at Sea.
Our Friend Victoria.
University Challenge.
Once Upon a Time in Iraq.
Mock the Week.
Mandy.
Newsnight.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Birds of a Feather.
Coronation Street: Scandals.
Long Lost Family.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.

Channel 4
06.30
07.25
08.40
09.40
10.35
11.30
12.00
12.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
19.00
19.55
20.00
21.00
22.00

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
Come Dine with Me.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Countdown: Champion of Champions.
A Place in the Sun.
Sun, Sea and Selling Houses.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Channel 4 News.
The Political Slot.
Devon and Cornwall.
Race Against the Virus: The Hunt for a
Vaccine.
Jurgen Klopp: Germany’s Greatest Export.

BBC Four

BBC Four

19.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.55

19.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.00
01.25

23.55
01.30
03.30

BBC Proms Classics.
Canal Boat Diaries.
Alex Higgins: The People’s Champion.
Chas and Dave: Last Orders.
What We Were Watching: Summer TV
Classics.
FILM: Ibiza: The Silent Movie.
Classic EastEnders.
Close.

02.25
03.25

Live Snooker: The World Championship.
Thailand: Earth’s Tropical Paradise.
Great Asian Railway Journeys.
Games Britannia.
The Work: Four Days to Redemption.
Romancing the Stone: The Golden
Ages of British Sculpture.
Thailand: Earth’s Tropical Paradise.
Close.

Breakfast.
BBC News.
Murder, Mystery and My Family.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Close Calls: On Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
The Heights.
Celebrity Eggheads.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue: Top of the Plots.
Antiques Road Trip.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders: Max & Stacey.
Holby City.
Line of Duty.
BBC News at Ten; Weather.
How’s Your Head, Hun? with Michelle
Visage.

BBC Two England
06.20
07.05
07.50
08.15
09.15
10.00
12.00
13.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.45

Garden Rescue: Top of the Plots.
Murder, Mystery and My Family.
Meerkat Manor.
Sign Zone: Gardeners’ World.
The Super League Show.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
BBC News.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
Eggheads.
Meerkat Manor.
Saving Lives at Sea.
Wild Cuba: A Caribbean Journey.
Cuba: Castro vs The World.
Live at the Apollo.
Newsnight.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.45

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Doc Martin.
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?
Joanna Lumley’s Unseen Adventures.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Anne: The Princess Royal at 70.

Channel 4
06.30
07.25
08.40
09.40
10.35
11.30
12.00
12.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
19.00
19.55
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.05
00.55

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
Come Dine with Me.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Countdown: Champion of Champions.
A Place in the Sun.
Sun, Sea and Selling Houses.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Channel 4 News.
The Political Slot.
How to Lose Weight Well: Summer
Special.
24 Hours in A&E.
The Talk.
Race Against the Virus: The Hunt for
a Vaccine.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
Couples Come Dine with Me.

BBC Four
19.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.45
01.45
02.45
03.45

Live Snooker: The World Championship.
Empire of the Tsars: Romanov Russia
with Lucy Worsley.
The Treasures of Ancient Rome.
The Last Wave.
The Riviera: A History in Pictures.
The Treasures of Ancient Rome.
Empire of the Tsars: Romanov Russia
with Lucy Worsley.
Close.
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WEDNESDAY 05/08/20

THURSDAY 06/08/20

FRIDAY 07/08/20

BBC One

BBC One

BBC One

06.00
09.00
10.00
10.45
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00

06.00
09.00
10.00
10.45
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00

06.00
09.00
10.00
10.45
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
21.30
22.00

Breakfast.
BBC News.
Murder, Mystery and My Family.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Close Calls: On Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
The Heights.
Celebrity Eggheads.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue: Top of the Plots.
Antiques Road Trip.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Bhangra or Bust - Our Lives.
The Repair Shop.
Surviving the Virus: My Brother & Me.

Breakfast.
BBC News.
Murder, Mystery and My Family.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Close Calls: On Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
The Heights.
Celebrity Eggheads.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue: Top of the Plots.
Antiques Road Trip.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Fake Britain.
Celebrity MasterChef: A Recipe for Success.
Death in Paradise.

BBC Two England

BBC Two England

06.05
06.50
07.35
08.00
08.30
09.00
10.00
13.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00

06.05
06.50
07.35
08.00

Garden Rescue: Top of the Plots.
Murder, Mystery and My Family.
Meerkat Manor.
Sign Zone: See Hear.
Sign Zone: Beechgrove.
Lost Land of the Volcano.
BBC News.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
Eggheads.
Meerkat Manor.
Cricket: Today at the Test.
Great Continental Railway Journeys.
Harlots.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
13.55
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Paul O’Grady for the Love of Dogs:
What Happened Next.
Tina & Bobby.

09.00
10.00
12.00
13.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00

Garden Rescue: Top of the Plots.
Murder, Mystery and My Family.
Meerkat Manor.
Sign Zone: Inside the Factory: Keeping
Britain Going.
Lost Land of the Volcano.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
BBC News.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
Eggheads.
Meerkat Manor.
Cricket: Today at the Test.
Glow Up: Britain’s Next Make-Up Star.
QI.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
New You’ve Been Framed!
Eat, Shop, Save.
Wonders of the Coast Path.
Inside Britain’s Food Factories.
Inside the Ritz Hotel.

Channel 4

Channel 4

06.30
07.25
08.40
09.40
10.35
11.30
12.00
12.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
19.00
19.55
20.00
21.00

06.30
07.25
08.40
09.40
10.35
11.30
12.00
12.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
19.00
19.55
20.00
21.00

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
Come Dine with Me.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Countdown: Champion of Champions.
A Place in the Sun.
Sun, Sea and Selling Houses.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Channel 4 News.
The Political Slot.
Phil Spencer’s Stately Homes.
Lose a Stone in 21 Days with Michael
Mosley.

BBC Four
19.00
21.00
22.00
23.30
00.40
01.40
02.10
03.10

Live Snooker: The World Championship.
Britain’s Nuclear Secrets: Inside Sellafield.
Hiroshima.
Atomic: Living in Dread and Promise:
Storyville.
The Beauty of Anatomy.
Secret Knowledge: Stradivarius and Me.
Britain’s Nuclear Secrets: Inside Sellafield.
Close.

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
Come Dine with Me.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Countdown: Champion of Champions.
A Place in the Sun.
Sun, Sea and Selling Houses.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Channel 4 News.
The Political Slot.
Escape to the Chateau: Make Do and Mend.
Grand Designs.

BBC Four
19.00
21.00
22.00
23.30
00.30
01.30
02.00
02.30
03.30

Live Snooker: The World Championship.
Emma.
FILM: What We Did on Our Holiday.
Billy Connolly: Portrait of a Lifetime.
Art, Passion & Power: The Story of the
Royal Collection.
Hidden Jewels of the Cheapside Hoard.
Hogarth - One Man and His Pug.
Great Asian Railway Journeys.
Close.

Breakfast.
BBC News.
Murder, Mystery and My Family.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Close Calls: On Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
The Heights.
Celebrity Eggheads.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue: Top of the Plots.
Antiques Road Trip.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Miranda.
A Question of Sport.
Jack Whitehall’s Sporting Nation.
Would I Lie to You?
The Young Offenders.
BBC News at Ten; Weather.

BBC Two England
06.05
06.50
07.35
08.00
09.00
10.00
12.00
13.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00

Garden Rescue: Top of the Plots.
Murder, Mystery and My Family.
Meerkat Manor.
Sign Zone: The Fens: A Wild Year.
Lost Land of the Volcano.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
BBC News.
Live Snooker: The World Championship.
Eggheads.
Meerkat Manor.
Cricket: Today at the Test.
Gardeners’ World.
Miriam Margolyes: Almost Australian.
I Love 1986.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
22.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
Tenable.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Vera.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.

Channel 4
06.30
07.20
08.40
09.40
10.35
11.30
12.00
12.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
Come Dine with Me.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Come Dine with Me.
Countdown: Champion of Champions.
A Place in the Sun.
Sun, Sea and Selling Houses.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Channel 4 News.
Unreported World.
Travel Man’s Greatest Trips: Food and Drink.
8 Out of 10 Cats Does Countdown.

BBC Four
19.00
21.00
22.30
23.30
00.50
01.30
02.25
03.25

Live Snooker: The World Championship.
Everything: The Real Thing Story.
Beats, Bass and Bars - The Story of Grime.
BBC Proms Classics.
The Defiant Ones.
Guitar Heroes at the BBC.
Beats, Bass and Bars - The Story of Grime.
Close.
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Pick of the week

SATURDAY 1 AUGUST
MOTD Live: FA Cup Final
(BBC1, Regions Vary)
Arsenal v Chelsea
(Kick-off 5.30pm).
Gary Lineker
presents coverage of
the showpiece
match from Wembley
Stadium. The
Gunners recorded a 2-0 victory over holders
Manchester City in the semi-finals thanks to
a brace by Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang,
and Chelsea produced an impressive
performance in a 3-1 victory over
Manchester United the following day. The
sides also met in the 2017 final, when
Arsenal prevailed 2-1, though more recently,
Chelsea won 4-1 against their London rivals
in the 2019 Europa League final. With
analysis from Alan Shearer and Ian Wright.

MONDAY 3 AUGUST
Once Upon a Time in Iraq
(BBC2, 9.00pm)
When Iraq’s
president Saddam
Hussein was
captured by coalition
forces in December
2003, politicians in
the White House believed this would be the
turning point they needed to bring
democracy to Iraq. This edition looks at how
Saddam’s removal led to a new chapter of
conflict as sectarian differences flared up to
plunge Iraq into a civil war. Senior CIA
analyst John Nixon was the first person to
question Saddam, and the dictator’s answers
during the five-week interrogation left the
American both surprised and horrified.

FRIDAY 7 AUGUST
Everything: The Real Thing
Story (BBC Four, 9pm)
This film chronicles
how the ‘other four
lads from Liverpool’
found stardom in the
1970s as Britain’s
first million-selling soul
and funk band. Against a backdrop of
social and political turmoil, The Real Thing
were the first all-black British group to hit
No.1 in the pop charts with the perennial
You To Me Are Everything. Other hits like
Can’t Get By Without You and Can You
Feel the Force set dance floors alight, but
their proudest moment was composing
Children of the Ghetto - the first ever song to
address the plight of black people in the
UK. The band’s success has also been
tempered with personal tragedy, but now
the founding members tell their story.

Gardening
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Boost soil with green manure

I

f you’ve spare room on
your allotment, or in
your garden, for crops
that will fill empty
spaces and boost your soil,
consider plants that can
turn into green manure.
You may have harvested
potatoes and onions, but
plant some fastgerminating replacements
and you’ll stop weeds from
growing, keep the
goodness in, and help soil
structure.

A few weeks after you’ve dug in your green manure, you can
sow late crops such as onion and garlic. (Photo: iStock/PA)

What are green
manures?
They are crops that can
help improve your plot’s
structure, stop nutrients
from being washed out by
rain, and provide good
ground cover to stop weeds
emerging. Those that
belong to the pea and bean
family (legumes) for
example, in summer, can
store nitrogen in their roots,
(they’re known as good
nitrogen-fixers) that can be
ploughed back into the
earth.
Which crops make
good green manures?
At this time of year they
include mustard, fodder

radish, fenugreek,
buckwheat and phacelia,
which can be slotted in six
to eight week gaps when
the ground is cleared
between crops. Some
sown in early autumn,
including grazing rye and
winter tares, will last
through the winter and can
be dug into the soil when it
warms up in spring.

Green manure crops could fill empty
space and boost harvests.
them up, chopping up the
leaves and stems as you
go to speed up
decomposition. Leave
them a few days to wilt and
then dig them into the soil.
Longer term crops such as
alfalfa, red clover and
trefoil can be left in the
ground for a year and
clipped from time to time
to stop them from going
woody. They are ideal for
soil that’s been overused
and needs to rest.

How long do they take
to grow?
Some, such as mustard,
are fast-germinating. Two
weeks after sowing you’ll
find the ground covered
with small seedlings, and
after six weeks, these can
be chopped and folded
into the soil to add
nutrients.
Fenugreek is another
nitrogen-fixer for summer,
really fast growing and its
bushy plants are great for
suppressing weeds. It can
be planted in late spring or
summer and grown for up
to three months.

What benefits do they
provide?
Clover, fenugreek, winter
beans and alfalfa are
good nitrogen-fixers,
storing nitrogen in their
roots, while clover and
phacelia flowers are a
magnet for beneficial
insects, which can help
pollinate crops, so leave
some to flower. Italian
ryegrass and buckwheat
have root systems that will
help break up heavy
ground.

When do I cut them
down?
Chop the fast-growing
ones when you need the
ground back. Just dig

When can I plant crops
in the space again?
A few weeks after you’ve
dug in your green
manure, you can sow late

crops such as onion and
garlic.
What if I want to wait?
If you have no crops to fill
the space, cover the green
manure-treated bed with
cardboard or landscape
fabric to keep the nutrients
from the green manure in,
which will give you a great
seedbed to sow seeds in
come spring.
What else can I grow to
help my crops?
Try growing comfrey,
which absorbs nutrients
and minerals and can be
made into a liquid feed.
Just cut it down to the
ground, fill a bucket with
the leaves and stems of
the plant, packing them in
tightly and then filling the
bucket with water.
Set it aside for three weeks
(but keep it away from the
house as it pongs when it
decomposes), then strain
off the liquid into a
container with a tight lid.
When you want to feed your
plants, dilute the liquid with
water at a ratio of around
10:1 and feed your plants
weekly into autumn.
PA/TPN
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Make your home feel lighter and brighter
Rooms feeling a bit dark and dingy? Here’s how to brighten them up...

H

omes tend to feel
pokier the more time
you spend in them - and
at a time of national
claustrophobia, we could all
benefit from a bit of a refresh.
Here’s how to make your home
feel bright and breezy, without
spending hours in showrooms or
breaking the bank...
1. Let there be light
Often, the simplest way to
brighten up a dwelling is to add
more light. Use accent lighting
(smaller, directed sources like
lamps) to emphasise focal
points, like desks and tables, and
give a space a sense of texture
and contrast. Make sure said
lights aren’t too concentrated,
though - you’re going for layered
illumination, not a spotlight from
a police interrogation room.
Consider kitting out fixings with
‘white light’ bulbs, which serve up
a cool, daytime feel compared to
their cosier, yellower
counterparts.
2. Leave your windows clear
Could you do more to maximise
natural light? Placing a tall item
of furniture next to a south-facing
window is a classic design sin,
and you don’t want hatstands or

shelving unit casting a swathe of
shadow across a room that
should be bathed in light.
If possible, keep your furnishings
low-slung across the board.
However cluttered your floor
space, if most of the volume of a
room is empty, it provides
unbroken lines of light and sight.
The higher the ceiling seems, the
breezier and bigger the room will
feel.
3. Add some plants
The positive effects of nature on
the psyche has been studied
time and again, and even a few
paltry pot plants can help a room
feel instantly fresher and more
lively. Spending time around
greenery has a regenerative
effect, and indoor-appropriate
options range from large-leafed
peace lilies to low-maintenance
succulents, palms and cacti.
If your fingers lack even a tinge of
green however, there’s no
shame in opting for faux options.
Today’s synthetic flowers are far
less cardboard-like than in years
gone by.
4. Master the mirrors
Wall-mounted, full-length, or
even dainty and decorative,
mirrors will always brighten your

abode, and a little strategic
positioning can really optimise
the ambience. A mirror opposite
a door can visually double a
room’s depth, lending any area
the illusion of space, while a
mirror opposite a window sends
natural light bouncing from wall
to wall. For added glamour, you
could even experiment with
mirrored furniture.
5. Consider your colours
There’s nothing to say you can’t
go for darker colours in small
spaces, providing it’s done right.
But generally speaking, lighter
shades absorb light far less than
darker ones, and a fairer palette
leaves a room looking big, bright
and breezy. Pale, natural woods,
whitewashed window sills, a
cream-coloured couch or ontrend pastel furnishings - anything
that takes your fancy can play a
part in this - but most important by
far is your paint or wallpaper. Dark
walls can be elegant and
attractive, but if it’s bright and airy
you’re after, you might want to go
for softer shades.
6. Give it a good clean
Which do you think looks brighter
and cleaner: a surface coated in
a layer of grey grime and dust, or

Even a few
paltry pot
plants can
help a
room feel
instantly
fresher
and more
lively.
(Photo:
iStock/PA)

a freshly cleaned surface
sparkling in the morning sun?
The humble duster is perhaps
your greatest ally in the battle
against dinginess, and you won’t
always be able to tell whether an
area is poky until you’ve seen it
after a good scrub.
7. ‘Wash’ your walls
No, not another way of telling you
to get cleaning - by ‘wash’ your
walls, we mean bathe them in
horizontal splashes of light. This
is usually achieved by putting a
lamp tight against the wall, so
that light spills across the surface
at an acute angle, giving the
impression that the whole space

is aglow.
Wall-washing can be as
economical as it is attractive, and
it’s better to bathe one area with a
broad sheet of light than clutter it
with a crowd of fixings.
8. Include at least a little contrast
It may sound counter-intuitive,
but an entirely light space can
start to feel cold and washed-out.
Try to integrate some darker
colours with slim, linear
furnishings like chairs or picture
frames, that adds definition to the
overall look. Contrast is your
friend, and the light will shine all
the brighter for the introduction of
PA/TPN
a little dark.
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Have you seen?
Hoopoe (Upupa epops)

Dog care in summer
With the thermometers rising walking your dog in hot weather can be an
unpleasant experience for both pets and owners.

This unmistakable medium-sized, pink bodied bird is one of the
most exotic species to occur in Europe. In flight, the broad, rounded
wings are boldly striped black and white, making it even more
obvious than when perched or, as often, walking on the ground.
The flamboyant, erectile crest is normally closed and held flat across
the crown. It is used mainly for display, in combination with tailfanning, but is often opened in response to a threat and when landing.
The name is onomatopoeic, although the mellow ‘oo-poo-poo’ call
is usually of three, sometimes four, notes. Hoopoes are common
throughout Iberia with the largest population in Portugal south of
the Tagus. These warmer regions also host most of the wintering
birds but it is unclear whether these are local residents, birds which
have moved south from Continental Europe or a mix of the two.
Many migrate to sub-Saharan Africa, where there is also a smaller
resident race, returning north between February and April. The range
of the species extends right across the warm temperate and tropical
regions of the ‘Old World’ but it is absent from Australasia.
Hoopoes are carnivorous, feeding almost entirely on large insects,
such as crickets and grasshoppers, the larvae and pupae of moths
and butterflies and larger prey such as frogs and lizards. The
powerful, curved bill is used both for stabbing and digging out grubs
and worms. At most times of the year they are seen singly or in
pairs but family parties remain together for a while in summer. Larger
parties can congregate at migration times or at particularly rich food
sources. I once had thirteen on my well-watered lawn in Pakistan.
Holes in trees are the Hoopoes’ favourite nest sites but they will
use cavities in buildings and burrows in banks. Pairs raise between
three and five young in a single brood.
The Portuguese population seems to be stable but further north
loss of habitat and the consequent reduction in the number of large
insects has resulted in declines. Global warming should result in
some northward expansion but there are still very few breeding
records from the British Isles, where it remains an uncommon
migrant. In my youth, I saw one in Windsor Great Park, right next
to the polo field where the Duke of Edinburgh was playing. Knowing
of his interest in birds, I considered leaving a message with his
equerry but my courage failed me!
Alan Vittery

D

ogs need
exercise, even
when it’s hot. The
RSPCA
recommends walking your
dog in the morning or
evening when it’s cooler to
reduce the risk of
heatstroke and burning
their paws on the
pavement. But would you
know the signs of
heatstroke and what to do if
you spot them?
Signs of burned pads
Try the 5 second test - if it’s
too hot for your hands, it’s
too hot for paws! You can
also look out for...
• limping or refusing to
walk
• licking or chewing at the
feet
• pads darker in colour
• missing part of pad
• blisters or redness
Other tips to keep dogs
safe in hot weather from
the RSPCA

• Never leave animals in
hot cars, conservatories,
outbuildings or caravans
on a warm day (even if only
for a short while). When it’s
22°C outside,
temperatures can quickly
rise to 47°C (117°F) in
these environments which
can result in death.
• On hot days, use pet safe
sun cream on exposed
parts of your pets skin, such
as the tips of their ears and
nose, to avoid sunburn.
This is especially important
if your dog has white or
light coloured fur as they
can be very vulnerable to
getting burnt. If you’re
unsure on the right
product, please ask your
vet.
• Ensure pets always have
access to shade and fresh
drinking water to help keep
them cool.
• Check every day for
flystrike.

• Putting ice cubes into
your dog’s water bowl or
making some tasty ice
cube treats is another
effective method to keep
your pets cool.
• Provide damp towels for

your pet to lie on or an ice
pack wrapped in a towel.
Both simple methods
could provide a welcome
relief from the heat.
• If you’re planning a day
out with your dog, check
before leaving home
whether dogs are allowed.
If they’re not, arrange a
pet-sitter or choose
another, dog-friendly
attraction.
• Regular grooming in
warmer weather can help
brush away any dead or
excess hair, leaving your
dog with a less dense coat
- much better for staying
cool!
• Dogs may also
appreciate a paddling pool
to splash around in
(although not all dogs like
water so there’s no need to
force them if they don’t
want to!).

PETS

FOR

ADOPTION

DOZER is a 1.5-year-old
mastiff mix. He needs strong
owners that take him for walks
and play and cuddle with him.
If you would like to meet him,
please email:
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.com

NAOMI is a 2-year-old female
(big-sized), treated for epilepsy
and looking for a quiet home.
She likes to go for walks,
especially on the beach. If you
would like to meet her, please
email:
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.com.

ALFI is a 4-year-old male. He is
very friendly and loves to cuddle
all day long. Please call Corinna
on 918552788 or email:
ccc.carvoeirocatcharity@
gmail.com

Property of the Week
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Fabulous brand new detached villa
This newly built detached villa is located on a 400m2 plot within one of the most prestigious developments in Portimão, Oasis Parque Country Club,
combining beautifully designed homes amidst lush gardens and a Leisure Centre where you will find an indoor heated pool and Jacuzzi, tennis courts
and a children’s playground area.

The total construction area of this superb three
bedroom villa is of 200m2 spread over two floors,
has a covered carport, is surrounded by a pleasant
fully landscaped garden and the generous
balconies provide stunning views of the
Monchique mountains.
The ground floor comprises of a bedroom, full
bathroom and an open plan kitchen, dining and living
room. Access to the first floor is made through a well
illuminated stairway, with natural stone steps, glass
panels and stainless steel handrail. On the top floor
there are two spacious and comfortable bedrooms,
with private en-suite bathrooms, built-in oak
wardrobes and direct access to the balcony.
The architecture combines state of the art
technology with classical detailing, and modern
furnishing and decors, to achieve a well-structured
layout with top quality materials and finishes,
accommodating all the amenities necessary for
comfortable contemporary dwelling.

The kitchen comes fully-equipped with top
quality appliances and the cladding is made of
Silestone by Consentino, combining unique charm
and design.
Bathrooms are provided with under floor heating
and electric towel heaters as well as the best quality
and design equipment and accessories.
All windows and glass doors have double glazing,
the aluminum frames are thermal cut and
soundproof, and equipped with electric insulated
roller shutters, positioned to provide optimal natural
lighting and ventilation in every room.
This fully furnished villa is also equipped
with air conditioning and solar panels, and is
available for only €415,000.
Our Sales and Information Centre is open and you
are welcome to contact us for more information or
book your viewing. Our Sales Advisor will be happy
to assist you on +351 282 475113 or email
recepcao@oasisparque.com.pt
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Property Highlight

Prestige Property

Apartment Jasmina
Price. 285.000 Euros
Modern 2 bedroom/ 2
bathroom apartment
located next to the Laguna
golf course. This well-kept
condominium offers a
communal swimming
pool, separate children’s
pool and nice gardens.
The apartment is spacious
and well equipped. The
balcony leading from the
lounge and double

bedroom overlooks the
communal swimming
pool, lawned gardens and
offers stunning golf course
views which is a delightful
bonus.
The Accommodation
comprises:
• 2 bedrooms/ 2 bathrooms
• Spacious and bright living
room with air-conditioning,
Patio doors lead to the
terrace with outdoor dining
for 4, providing stunning
views over the pool, garden
and golf course.

• Dining area openplanned within the lounge.
• Kitchen is fully equipped
with washing machine,
dishwasher, fridge/freezer,
microwave, oven and hob.
It also has a breakfast bar.
• Bedroom 1 – Twin with
built-in wardrobes. Airconditioning.
• Modern shower room
with shower cubicle, WC
and sink ideally located
adjacent to bedroom 1.
• Bedroom 2 – Double with
en-suite. The bedroom has

air-conditioning, built-in
wardrobe, and balcony
leading to the Living room
balcony. The en-suite has
a large walk in shower,
WC, bidet and sink.
For more information,
please contact us on:
Email:
info@silverholidays.com
Tel:
+351 289 314 312
Web:
www.silverholidays.com

Health & Beauty

Health benefits of swimming
the degenerative impact of
joint pain in the future.
“Warm pools are
particularly beneficial,” she
adds, “as the heat can help
loosen stiff joints,
supporting flexibility.”

Swimming utilises nearly all muscles in the body, including often under-worked areas of
your arms. (Photo: iStock/PA)

Y

ou might not have
swum laps since
school, but there
are plenty of great
benefits to taking to the
water as an adult.
Swimming is an all-body
workout that can leave
you not just physically
stronger but mentally
recharged too; experts
say it can soothe stress,
boost physical endurance
and burn serious
calories.
Here are just some of the

brilliant benefits of
swimming...
It’s low-impact on your
joints
Experts recommend 150
minutes of moderate
exercise per week, and
swimming is a great allrounder with multiple
health benefits - no matter
your age, physical ability or
fitness level.
“It’s particularly helpful if you
experience joint pain in
your knees,” says

pharmacist Anshu Kaura.
“The water supports your
body, meaning there is less
impact on the skeletal
system, including joints.
Gentle swimming or water
aerobics can also help
strengthen muscles around
your joints, reducing the
impact of aches and pains
over time.”
Kaura adds that not only is
swimming a great lowimpact option, but
strengthening your
muscles can help reduce

It’s a whole-body
workout
There’s a reason many fit
and healthy people get out
of breath after just a couple
of laps in the pool. “It’s
basically an all-round form
of exercise, which keeps
your heart rate up,
improves cardiovascular
fitness, as well as building
endurance and muscle
strength,” says Scott
McDougall, co-founder of
The Independent
Pharmacy.
Swimming utilises nearly
all muscles in the body,
including often underworked areas of your arms.
Not only does it engage
your legs, which need to
kick to propel you forward,
it also recruits your core
strength, and the lats,
deltoids and traps.
“Swimming is unique, as
alternating between
different strokes lets you
target specific muscle
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Often described as an ultimate full-body
workout and brilliantly accessible,
swimming has a lot to offer.
groups with your
swimming workout,” adds
McDougall.
Think of the water like your
own personal gym. Unlike
other popular forms of
exercise like running and
cycling, where there’s little
variety, with swimming you
can potentially pick
different strokes to
influence the intensity and
focus of your sessions.
It supports weight
management
“Swimming can help you to
maintain a healthy weight,
or lose weight as part of a
wider plan,” says
McDougall. “In fact, you
can expect to burn around
200-400 calories per halfhour of swimming,
depending on your speed,
stroke and weight.”
Butterfly is probably the
hardest stroke to learn, but
is said to be highly effective
(although not always
popular with other pool
users due to the
splashing!). If you’re new to
swimming, it’s a good idea
to start off small and build
up your swimming levels at
a pace that works for you.
Even 15-minute sessions

of gentle breaststroke can
have benefits. If you’re not
confident with your stroke,
adult swim lessons are
available nationwide.
It’s good for all ages
One of the best things
about swimming is that
anyone can reap the
benefits - and you can keep
it up at any age.
Unlike many trendy HIIT
workouts that are popular
at boutique gyms right now,
swimming feels more
inclusive to all ages and
fitness levels, and you don’t
have to be an amateur
athlete to enjoy it.
“The bottom line is that
regular swimming is great
for everyone; studies have
found it can help you lead a
healthier, longer life and
reduce your risk of
developing many major
health conditions,
including heart disease,
stroke and type 2
diabetes,” says McDougall.
“It’s very good for those
who aren’t particularly
active, have injuries or are
a bit older. So whatever
your fitness level, age or
ability, it’s an accessible
way to keep fit.” PA/TPN
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What you need to know
about collagen

This naturally produced protein is
important in terms of skin ageing.

If your diet is
rich in essential
fatty acids,
antioxidants
and proteins,
there’s likely no
need for
collagen
supplements.
(Photo: iStock/
PA)

Y

ou may have
heard of collagen
as a beauty
buzzword and
know it’s important in
terms of anti-ageing, but
how much do you really
know about this crucial
skin component?
We asked skin experts to
answer our collagen FAQs,
and here’s what they had to
say...
What is collagen and
why is it so important
in terms of skin
ageing?
“Collagen is our most
abundant protein,” says Dr
Thurein Ne Win, senior
dermatologist and clinical
researcher at Plymouth
University Hospital NHS
Trust and resident
dermatologist at Absolute
Collagen. “It’s commonly
found in the skin, bones and
connective tissue within the
body, providing structural
support, strength and a
degree of flexibility where
needed.
“Collagen is naturally
produced in the body,

however it gradually starts
to deplete from the age of
25, which can lead to
sagging of the skin and
formation of wrinkles and
fine lines.”
What can be done to
prevent the decline of
collagen production?
“Our skin ages as a result of
normal changes in the body
as we age, combined with
the damaging effect of
external factors such as sun
exposure, pollution, stress
and diet,” says Anthony
Gonzalez, head of R&D at
Avon, but we can help slow
down skin ageing by making
certain lifestyle choices.
“Diet is a great place to start,
as it plays a surprisingly
large role in the appearance
and youthfulness of your
skin,” says Nu Tan, founder
of Cosmic Molecule. “You
get the specific component
for collagen by eating a
balanced diet of protein-rich
foods, for example: broth,
chicken, beef, eggs,
legumes, nuts and whole
grains.”
Skincare can also help, Tan

says, but you don’t have to
shell out on expensive
products. “In terms of
skincare, the best
preventative measure is not
your €100 anti-ageing
moisturiser, it’s your good
old trusty sunscreen with a
minimum SPF30.
“Another great product for
your skin is a Vitamin C
serum, as it is a great
antioxidant that helps repair
and prevent further sun
damage when you’re out
and about during the day.”
Other key ingredients can
help, Gonzalez says, “such
as glycolic acid, retinol”.
Is it better to start
using anti-ageing
products at a younger
age?
“Although there is no magic
remedy to revert your skin
back to its teenage years, it
is possible to help replenish
collagen supplies to
improve its structure, which
will have visible benefits,”
says Ne Win, who
recommends that if you
want to take a collagen
supplement the best time to

start is from around the age
of 25. “Taking a daily dose
of collagen from this point is
where a user will see
optimum skin rejuvenation
and tissue renewal.”
“Prevention is always better
than cure,” says Tan. “It’s
worth cultivating a good
skincare regime at a
younger age so it becomes
routine.”
What’s the difference
between taking
collagen supplements
and using skincare
products?
While our experts all agree
that SPF is hugely important
in terms of protecting skin,
they diverge when it comes
to skincare versus
supplements.
“Although creams and
serums containing
collagen can sometimes
give your skin a slightly
more plumped effect, this is
usually due to the
moisturising characteristics
of some of the other
ingredients included, rather
than the effectiveness of the
topical collagen itself,” says
Ne Win.
“If your diet is rich in
essential fatty acids,
antioxidants and proteins,
there’s likely no need for
collagen supplements,”
says Gonzalez. “The reality
is that few of us hit all three,
so collagen supplements
can help here, as well as
topical skincare products
that help stimulate collagen
production.”
PA/TPN
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What is EFT and how can it help

E

motional Freedom
Technique (EFT)
has been around
since the late1970s, developed by
American psychologist Dr
Roger Callahan who
originally observed how
including acupressure
principles while treating a
patient with a phobia had
profound results seemingly diminishing
their feelings of fear far
more rapidly than other
therapies might. In the
early days though,
empirical evidence
lacking, the technique
didn’t catch on as widely as
other psychological
therapies.
It’s been gaining traction
recently however,
especially as research and
evidence of its
effectiveness has grown,
cropping up more and
more in the media.
So, how does EFT work
and who could benefit from
it?

What exactly is EFT?
“It’s sometimes referred to
as ‘psychological
acupressure’,” says
London-based
transformational coach
and tapping practitioner
Alice Carder. “What you’re
doing physically is
stimulating acupressure
points on the body, and that
is sending a calming signal
to the brain to let your body
know it’s safe and it can
come out of fight or flight
mode.”
These ‘points’ have been
central in Traditional
Chinese Medicine for
thousands of years, and
stem from the idea that
physical and emotional
health are intrinsically
linked, and the body
contains a series of
meridians - or energy
channels. These can
develop blockages or
imbalances, which are
linked with things being off
kilter with our physical or

emotional health too.
Stimulating acupressure
points enables us to
address these blockages
and imbalances, thus
helping restore our health.
The same principles apply
with acupuncture (where
fine needles are carefully
inserted into specific points
within the body) and
acupressure massage.
With EFT, your own fingers
are used to tap on
acupressure points mainly around the head,
face, chest area, under the
arms and along the hands.
In more modern times, as
with many therapies with
traditional Eastern roots,
the technique has merged
somewhat with more
Western theories, where
some practitioners may be
more focused on how
stimulating certain nerves
can trigger changes in
brain chemistry, for
example.
“There are different strands
to it, depending on whether
you follow Western or
Eastern medicine,” says
Carder. “There are studies
that say EFT actually
lowers [the stress
hormone] cortisol, so there
are physiological things
going on. And from an
Eastern medicine point of
view, it’s balancing the
energy in the body.”
There are big
psychological elements
too. The tapping process is
often accompanied by
calmly repeating a phrase
relating to the problem or
feeling being targeted.
This usually follows a
similar set of words along
the lines of: “Even though I
feel/am [followed with
whatever is relevant], I
deeply and completely
accept myself.”
This can be tweaked as
suits - some people may
prefer more pragmatic
wording - but it ties in with
the widely-acknowledged
schools of thought that
language, and

acceptance, can both play
significant roles in therapy
and healing.
Does EFT work and
when is it used?
Like all therapies, nothing
is one-size-fits-all, and
what works for one, may
not work for another. But
there’s a growing body of
evidence backing up the
effectiveness of EFT across
a range of purposes - from
managing anxiety, anger
and stress, to insomnia
and even coping with
cravings and phobias largely centred around its
calming effects, as well as
how it helps reduce
distressing or problematic
thoughts or feelings. This
can be particularly
beneficial for people with
conditions like posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD).
Numerous studies have
emerged in recent years,
including an analysis of its
effectiveness in treating
PTSD published in US
journal Explore in 2016,
and various studies
backing its benefits for
anxiety, depression and
emotional disturbance in
young people, many of
which are listed on the
National Institute for
Healthcare Excellence
(NICE) website.
Researchers at the UK’s
Staffordshire University
have also published
studies hailing the
therapeutic benefits,
helping encourage its
inclusion within
mainstream mental health
services. There’s also a
2018 Tedx Talk called ‘Is
Therapy Facing a
Revolution?’ by Australian
researcher Dr Peta
Stapleton, which explains
its clinical effectiveness.
One of the very interesting
things about EFT is how
quickly it can work too.
“Research has shown that
you need less sessions of
this than you would of say

CBT [cognitive behavioural
therapy] to get the same
effect,” says Carder. “It
seems to work quite
quickly.”
From trauma therapy to
simple self-help
If you’re curious about trying
it, Carder recommends
starting out with a qualified
practitioner who can guide
you on the techniques. And
for many people, EFT could
be part of a mental health
treatment plan.
However, tapping is also
something people can
potentially utilise by
themselves, much like deep
breathing exercises - just
something you can add to
your self-help toolkit, which
costs nothing, can be done
anywhere, and doesn’t
require any equipment.
There are apps designed to
guide people through EFT
practice too.
Carder notes there’s also a
lot of interesting evidence
around its helpfulness in
addressing long-standing
trauma and thought
patterns. Some EFT
practitioners, such as
Carder, take the therapy
further with a process called
‘Matrix Reimprinting’, which
enables you to go back to
the origin of a traumatic
memory or experience and
effectively transform the
emotions around it.
Carder notes that a lot of
what we do, feel and how
we react to things is
controlled by our
subconscious mind. These
patterns may originate from
childhood experiences, or
events at any stage of life,
which become the
foundation of our emotional
responses and behaviour
patterns later on. “A lot of the
time, we’re unaware of what
those things are or where
they come from. Or
sometimes we are aware,
but we haven’t really taken
the time to review and deal
with it. From a psychological
point of view, that’s what
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This therapeutic technique is
gaining popularity, as evidence of
its fast-acting benefits grows.

With EFT, your own fingers are used to tap on acupressure
points - mainly around the head,

we’re doing with this work we’re making the
subconscious conscious
and then looking at it and
reviewing it,” says Carder.
She cites American
developmental biologist Dr
Bruce Lipton - a key figure
in the Matrix Reimprinting
field - who describes the

process as a bit like
changing the tapes than
run in our subconscious
minds. “What EFT does, is
stop the tape. And what
matrix reimprinting does is
take that tape out and
replace it with another one
- the one you want to be in
PA/TPN
there.”
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BOOKS

Edifício “O Galeão” Loja 1 & 2
Rua dos Pescadores
8400-512 CARVOEIRO LAGOA

282 354 310
Tue - Fri 9.30 - 5.00
Sat: 9.30am - 2.00pm
raymond.compton@gmail.com

HEATING & COOLING

English Language
Book Exchange
Refunds on return
New books to order
Audio Books
C.D.’s Cards
DVD’s

BUREAUCRATIC SERVICES

CARPENTRY

DRAINS

INTERIORS & FURNISHINGS

Directory
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OPTICIANS

POOLS & SPAS

sales@theportugalnews.com
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Directory
REMOVALS & STORAGE

STEELWORKS

PROPERTY SERVICES
TV & SATELLITE

Trading Places
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Algarve Book Cellar, a world of words
Doing everything possible to ensure
your safety during these testing times
and at the same time providing you with
enough reading material to get
thorough any period of quarantine or
extended time at home is the Algarve
Book Cellars absolute priority.
From floor to ceiling the shop is
packed with piles of books just waiting
to be rediscovered, many of them in
mint condition, some even brand new.
From literary classics to current
bestsellers, audio books to self-help
guides and children’s books to cookery
books, the Algarve Book Cellar has them
all; and if it doesn’t have what you are
looking for, then books can be ordered
without postage and packaging fees.

Boasting one of, if not the largest,
selections of books in the Algarve and
in various languages, bookworms can
spend hours browsing the endless
shelves and piles of paperbacks and
hardbacks.
And now is a perfect time to buy a
few books, learn some new skills or
educate yourself on topics you have
always been interested in.
One book the bookshop’s owner,
Raymond Compton, feels would make
an excellent gift is ‘Gardening in a
Changing Climate’, by Ambra
Edwards, which has 400 stunning
colour photos and is particularly
relevant in Portugal at present.
”We’ve had a few gardening books

in over the years but this is definitely
one of the best”, Raymond says,
adding:
“Anyone
who
enjoys
gardening will love this book”.
And if reading is not quite your
favourite pastime, then the Algarve
Book Cellar also stocks an impressive
range of DVD’s and jigsaw puzzles.
CD’s and cards for all occasions can
also be found in the shop.
Algarve Book Cellari on the ‘in’ road
to Carvoeiro, Edifício O Galeão, Loja
1 e 2, Rua dos Pescadores, 8400-512.
Open from 9.30am – 1pm Tuesday
to Saturday.
For more information Tel:
282 354 310 or email:
raymond.compton@gmail.com.

The “New Normal”
As the world begins to adjust to the “New
Normal “, we have been given an insight into
how life will be in the future. Large
corporations are now operating A & B teams,
with 1 week working in the workplace and 1
week working remotely from home. Schools
have also adapted with remote lessons
successfully
conducted
via
online
communication platforms. A system which will
integrate as a valuable tool as we look to the
future.

All of these dramatic changes in such a
short period of time, coupled with the
national lockdowns has given people a time
for pause and reflection. This can
especially be said of the UK where we are
seeing people re-evaluate their lives with
the realisation that working remotely does
work, and allows better time management
of their day. Instead of wasting hours each
day commuting to the office, the extra hours
can be spent with family or pursuing

personal interests.
As a result, sales of country properties in
the UK have risen, as families swap the big
city in search of more space and a better
lifestyle. The same can also be said for the
Algarve, as we are seeing an increase in
enquires from the North of Portugal and a
high level globally from people looking to
relocate or buy a second home. Where
would you rather work remotely or spend
the next lockdown?

Falesia Beach: Properties starting from €230,000

100% Guaranteed that in THIS moment you
WILL forget ALL your troubles!
If you’ve ever thought about jumping from an
aeroplane, then NOW is the perfect time to do it.
Who’s not totally fed up of reading and watching
the news showing negativity and doom and
gloom? Jumping from 15,000ft is guaranteed to
bring you the total RESET on your life that we all
need right now.
If you agree that NOW is the time to do it, then
what better place, than right here in the Algarve?
Skydive Algarve dropzone is currently one of
THE best dropzones to skydive in Europe, not
only because of the amazing climate and the “out
of this world”, jaw dropping, view of the Algarve
coastline, but also because Skydive Algarve is
renowned in the skydive world for being SAFE,
EFFICIENT and having EXPERT instructors

who are handpicked from the best of the best in
Europe. Skydive Algarve makes up part of the
Swallow Group dropzones, which also includes
Skydive Spain in Seville and Skydive
Hibaldstow in the UK and has been in the sport
for almost 30 years.
It’s no surprise then why the World Class,
champion Skydivers choose Skydive Algarve
to bring their events and team train here and once
they’ve been a first time, they continue to return
time and time again.
Skydive Algarve is currently OPEN and fully
operating following the necessary guidelines
due to Covid-19.
To book a tandem skydive simply visit their
website www.skydivealgarve.com. You can

literally book your experience one day and be
jumping into the blue skies the next. On the day of
your jump you will receive a short briefing from your
expert tandem skydive instructor, and you will be
ready to go. There are 3 different altitudes to choose
from and you have the option to add one of our 3
video and photo packages. We therefore have
options to suit all budgets. Should you have any
queries please email info@skydivealgarve.com or
call (+351) 914266832
If you’re still in doubt then please check out
Skydive Algarve’s reviews on Tripadvisor. Our
clients tell it as it is!

TaxTeam Consulting
At TaxTeam Consulting, you will find a
team with more than 10 years of experience,
focused on helping expats moving to
Portugal, specifically helping Freelancers
establish themselves in Portugal and
Property Owners who choose the path of
short-term holiday letting activity (Alojamento
Local) to maximise their investment.
We are well aware that it is very easy to
get lost in the bureaucracy, so we will be by
your side to guide you. Perhaps you are a
digital nomad who wishes to offer freelance
services while enjoying the riches of
Portugal or someone who wishes to
maximizse the investment made in a
property through Alojamento Local. In both
cases, we are ready to assist you, fulfilling
your fiscal obligations, liaising with the tax
office authorities, setting up your business

DISCLAIMER:

activity registration as a Freelancer,
requesting Rental Licenses, book-keeping,
preparing and filing the related individual
annual tax return and, if applicable, the
quarterly VAT declarations.
With TaxTeam Consulting you will find tax
advisement to get you off on the right foot in
Portugal, highlighting the important aspects
essential to be compliant while having in
mind your specific situation.
If you need Freelance Services, we make
sure that you get the best fiscal advice before
you start. Should you need Non-Habitual
Residency Registration to benefit from the
zero-tax rate till the end of 2020, we will be
here to help you. Thinking of maximising the
investment made on your property by renting
to tourists with AL – Alojamento Local/ Local
Lodging?

TaxTeam Consulting offers you a
comprehensive Plan to help you with the
requirements to be in compliance with the
portuguese authorities. Perhaps you are
selling your property in Portugal and would
like the best advice to be taxed at the correct
tax rate?
Did you know that as a resident in
Portugal, your worldwide income has to be
declared in Portugal by submitting an Annual
Tax Return? Contact us and we will be
pleased to assist.
At TaxTeam Consulting, we stand by your
side so you may focus on what really matters
to you: your peace of mind.
For more information, visit:
www.taxteamconsulting.com or contact
us by email: info@taxteamconsulting.com
or Mobile (+351) 968 465 957

While The Portugal News has done its utmost to ensure the information contained on this page is correct, all
advertorials are supplied by advertisers.
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Announcements
SOLAR BASIC: The
Cheapest PV Solar Systems
in Algarve, €2.550 = 2,8
year Payback:
info@solar-basic.com
TPN/TO/42999529

Auctions

LEARN
PORTUGUESEon
accredited courses
(with focus on
conversation). Private
lessons: 2 students
studying together only
pay for 1. Centro de
Línguas de Lagos. Call
282761070. Email
info@centrodelinguas.com.
TPN/TB/46326124

For Sale Private
August Online
Timed Auction

POOL TABLE 7ft,
refurbished with
accessories. Can be
delivered. €1200
Tel: 966 006 666

Chimney Sweep

POOL / SNOOKER
table. Includes-delivery
and accessories. 1850€
Call: 966 006 666

Furniture

Education
LEARN PORTUGUESE
like never before - very
experienced qualified
native teacher explains
language from English
speaker perspective. 15
years teaching Portuguese
in UK. Excellent reviews.
Private tuition. Email:
learn.portuguese.home
@gmail.com

BEACH LOCATION
apartment in Quarteira,2
bedroom apartment
(sleeps 6) only 5 minutes
from the beach, perfect
location on the edge of
Quarteira / Vilamoura near
the beautiful beach, bars,
shops and restaurants in
Quarteira and close to
Vilamoura Marina and
Casino, from only €400 per
week. For more information
and photos, please phone
919873075

Health & Beauty

TPN/TO/26951324

when you submit the
classified online.
www.theportugalnews.com

SHOULDER
PROBLEM? Pain-free
treatment! Guaranteed
Improvement or your
money back. Dr. Bock.
966 706 606
TPN/TB/26387726

DUE TO our
expansion, we are
currently looking for
property listers to join
our successful Western
Algarve team.
If you are interested in
a career in real estate
please forward your C.V
to martin.spear@
portugalproperty.com

Kitchen
Renovation

George & Son

PLEASE MAY
I come and live with
you? My owners are
going away and
cannot take me with
them. I am a happy,
healthy cat who loves
to be around humans
and I try and talk to
you when I know you.
I am an outdoor free
spirit but have my own
bed, bowls etc and
food to last for 3
months. Contact
916434807 to come
and meet me.

Save thousands
of Euros!
Lots of door
designs if needed.

Property for Sale

ADMINISTRATION
ASSISTANT wanted
for our Almancil office.
Good English and
computer skills
essential. Full time
position with monthly
salary. Experience in
financial services useful
but not essential. Please
send CV to info@
privatefund.management
Tel 289392484
Private Fund Management
TPN/TB/37713787

SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
>You like to meet new
people? To work in a
small team of
enthusiastic people?
You speak 2 out of 3
languages English,
Portuguese, or Dutch?
>Would you like to
promote the
NCAPortugal’s
advertising
opportunities and make
a good income?
>Send your
introduction and
resume to the secretary:
Jan@NCAPortugal.com
TPN/PA/54714663

Get 10%
DISCOUNT

Pets

TPN/PA/62778827

Jobs Offered

For viewing days &
full information check
www.ahalgarve.com

FIRES OF PORTUGAL
Wood and Pellet fires
CHIMNEY SWEEPING
From 60€
Sales@firesofportugal.com
289 489 958 / 966 468 190

Holiday Rentals

TPN/TO/61135393

From July 31st to
August 10th

Further info + Catalogues
www.ahalgarve.com
www.facebook.com/
ahaauctionhousealgarve
Tel.: 289 832 380
Mail: Info@ahalgarve.com

Classifieds

Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to
us! We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very
reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631
or 965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

BEFORE

AFTER

Property Services
& Building

MAINTENANCE &
RENOVATIONS.
All works in and around the
house. Interior, Woods,
Painting, Walls, Plumbing,
Roofing, Insulation, Doors,
Windows, Garden. High
Standard and Quality.
Swiss Nationality.
Tel. 914 254 603
TPN/TO/78858372

LEAKING ROOFS &
terraces. Problems
solved 27 years
experience in Algarve.
Call 913 223 402
TPN/TB/32682954

BOB (THE BUILDER)
Harris. Just completed a
2 year conversion
project and looking for
a new challenge. All
work carried out to high
specifications. Viewing
of all previous works on
request. No worry
builder from start to
completion.
Tel: 917886986
TPN/TB/24981846

BUILDING WORKS
All types carried out to
a very high standard.
30 years experience
throughout the Algarve

SELLING YOUR
property! Irish agent
working with APA
Real Estate Faro.
Qualifed clients and
honest valuations.
kevin@apaimobiliaria.pt
+351 918 925 344
TPN/PA/63634213

PLEASE NOTE:
When adding a photo to your classified online, please use an alphanumeric name with
no spaces otherwise the system will not read it and the photo will not appear.
For more information contact us on classads@theportugalnews.com

Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or 282763000
shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt
www.shorelandproperties.com

Classifieds
Removals &
Storage

Vehicles
GERMAN HANDYMAN
and electrician.
Tobias Weltzien
English and German
spoken in Central Algarve
962 361 199
weltzien3@gmail.com
EARTH AND CLAY.
Landscape / Garden
Designs. Renovation
Project Management.
Call 916967459
or visit us at
earthandclayalgarve.com.
Facebook:
@earthandclay.algarve
Email: hello@
earthandclayalgarve.com

Services offered

WINDOW
CLEANING, traditional
and water fed pole,
established in the
central Algarve since
2003, call Marc
916818852
RISING DAMP
gone forever. Free
inspection visits.
www.drymatportugal.com
contact@drymatportugal.com

TPN/TB/39511726

MINI MOKE
Special Edition
€18.000
Call: 966 006 666

WE BUY cars Algarve
all types of vehicles
considered. We buy PT
GB Dutch German French.
We buy damaged and
non runners. Call David
PT 911136377 UK
+447984932876
TPN/TB/98419894

TPN/TB/42563328

MAN & VAN.
Light or heavy removals.
Please call Blake for a
quotation.
Tel.912601192/
+44(0)7789873824.

TPN/TB/11418277

A e B Car Sales.
282695180 / 915736430.
Opel Corsa 2014 Red
€4.995; VW Golf 2016 Blue
€9.995; Seat Ibiza 2014 Blue
€6.995; VW Passat 2012
Black €9.995.
All cars sold with a 12
month warranty!
TPN/TO/15182296
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WE BUY foreign and
damaged cars Destruction
certificates issued
Algarve Autospares
Tel: 927 716 188

HYUNDAI SANTA Fe,
2.2 diesel, 7 seats, 2007,
181,500kms. Excellent
condition. €7750 ono
Tel: 281 971 791

TPN/TO/66671472

TPN/TO/15213115

TakeABreak
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Last week’s cryptic crossword solutions
Across: 1 Draughtsmen; 9 Nag; 10 Tragedian; 11 Expel; 13 Service;
14 Tremor; 16 Crease; 18 Knitter; 19 Spent; 20 Notepaper; 21 Fan;
22 Cross-legged.
Down: 2 Rag; 3 Until; 4 Hoarse; 5 Shearer; 6 Eliminate; 7 Undertaking;
8 Interesting; 12 Predictor; 15 Octopus; 17 Propel; 19 Sprig; 21 Fee.
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CODEWORD

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

QUICK CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Aromatic herb (4)
3. Terrifying (8)
8. Gumption (4)
9. Divert (8)
11. Immense (12)
13. Seduce (6)
14. Connect (6)
17. Combine with others (4,4,4)
20. Muddle (8)
21. Solid (4)
22. Petition (8)
23. Sell (4)

DOWN
1. Watchman (8)
2. Epicure (7)
4. Hateful (6)
5. Withdrawal (10)
6. Fragile (5)
7. Quote (4)
10. Reckonable (10)
12. Protected (8)
15. Disturb (7)
16. Purpose (6)
18. Separate (5)
19. Island (4))

Last week’s quick crossword solution
Across: 1 Reciprocity; 9 Pit; 10 Aggravate; 11 Robot;
13 Outwear; 14 Prance; 16 Scaled; 18 Impinge;
19 Burst; 20 Tremulous; 21 Too; 22 Desecrating.
Down: 2 Eat; 3 Inapt; 4 Region; 5 Chaotic; 6 Traveller;
7 Appropriate; 8 Degradation; 12 Blaspheme;
15 Confuse; 17 Detour; 19 Beset; 21 Tan.

DOWN
1. Again provide for compensation so as
to give confidence (8)
2. Funny confusion of cam and coil (7)
4. Fame comes through getting tree up
like this (6)
5. Nesting cry when things are tight (10)
6. Consumed some fine fare at
enormous banquet (5)
7. But such pastry may well be sweet (4)
10. Not being impartial, won't be
bored (10)
12. Don't have such a ripping time if you
want to be dry-eyed (8)
15. Reach at the windpipe (7)
16. No arch ferryman (6)
18. Early English fisherman? (5)
19. A bit of trifle and a little biter (4)

ACROSS
1. Boulder won't stay firm apparently (4)
3. View in expectation (8)
8. The objects of producing a
first-class manuscript (4)
9. Worker in the theatre? (8)
11. Transfer to nobody but the best (6,2,4)
13. Does it ease the map-maker's
problems? (6)
14. The sort of seat one doesn't want
to leave? (6)
17. Don't leave the furniture behind when
you preside! (4,3,5)
20. It's a bind for the doctor (8)
21. The lady swallows a ring intended for
her foot (4)
22. Making changes to get a morning
finish (8)
23. There's something fishy about this singer (4)

Can you crack a VINCICODE®
Vincicode is a three digit number (eg.384),
presented in alphabetic figures, like ABC, in which
‘A’ represents the first digit (number 3), ‘B’
represents the second digit (number 8) and ‘C’
represents the third digit (number 4).
Cracking the code is not difficult. Just remember:
Any even number is dividable by one digit
number of 2, or 4, or 6, or 8.
• Any odd number finishes with 1, 3, 5, 7, or 9;
• Any number which is not divisable by any
one digit number, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 or 9 finishes with
1, 3, 7 or 9;

• Any number divisable by 5finishes with 5.
For example :
Let´s crack ABC code when:
1) A, B and C are numbers between 1 and 9,
included.
2) A+B+C = 10 (the sum of A plus B plus C is 10).
3) C >A >B (Number C is larger than number A
which is larger than B).
(4) ABC ÷ 4 (The three digit code is dividable
by 4).
When the code, ABC is dividable by 4, then C,
the third digit can be 2, 4, 6 or 8.

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

Medium

Hard

Last Week’s Codeword Solution

Last week’s solutions

Vincicode®, is a registered private intellectual property. Any type of reproduction or use, is subject
to written autorisation of the author.

C can´t be 2 or 4, because it does not cover the
conditions (1) and (2).
If C=6, then A+B= 4, and options are: A=4
and B=0 => ABC = 406 and A= 3 and B=1
=>ABC= 316
code ABC=406 doesn´t cover condition (4)
If C=8, then A+B= 2 and the only option is A=2
and B=0 which doesn´t cover condition (1).
then: Vincicode is 316.

Now your turn: Puzzle 580
ABC is the three digit Vincicode number, in
which A, B and C are numbers between 1and 9,
included.

Find the code ABC where :
A+B+C = 8
A > C >B
ABC ÷ 7

To confirm your answer to the Vincicode®, or ask for more codes to crack, please send an email
to: vincicode104@gmail.com

Golf

A routine on which to rely
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NEIL
CONNOLLY

When watching tournament professionals on the golf course it’s very easy not to
realise that you are watching the definition of the tip of the iceberg.

Y

ou’re actually
watching them do
what they have
spent thousands
of hours training to do.
The preparation that sits
behind these players is
meticulous; I was reading
an interesting article on
Billy Horschel, one of the
first FedEx champions,
who sat down with a
reporter and went through
what a typical week looks
like for him at a
tournament. What is really
interesting is that every
element of his game has to
have some time allocated
to it. For example, range
time, putting, practice
round, physio, gym work,
food, tournament play,
press commitments, ProAm partners and travel. And
there has to be sleep in
there too.
In the whole of this article
about Billy, he says that his
routine has been finely
tuned because he’s now in

his 10th year on tour. He’s
cutting down on social
media because it’s a “time
drain” and adds nothing to
his performance on the golf
course.
Which leads me to talk
about his routine before
he goes to play the
tournament. He will rise in
the morning between 3¼
and 3½ hours before his
tee time, and will arrive at
the golf course between
2¼ and 2½ hours before
his tee time. At the course,
he will have breakfast, visit
the physio room and get
stretched out, hit some
balls, hit some putts and
then walk to the first tee. All
of this has an allocated
amount of time attached to
it.
If you were to arrive 2½
hours before your tee time
what would you do? Just as
interestingly, do you arrive
before you go and play with
a specific warm-up routine
and do you stick to this

routine every time you go
and play?
Prior to the tournament
round, the day before, he
knows what he’s going to
eat, who he is going to eat
with and how much sleep
he needs to perform at an
optimal level. With
definitely zero tolerance
regarding alcohol.
What is fascinating is that
every tournament
professional that Billy will
be competing against has
their own routine which
has been carved out of
years of experience and
great performances.
There’s probably a fair
share of superstitions like
the lucky hat, how many
tees should be in your
pocket, how many times
you swirl your water
around your mouth etc.
If we could just touch on
one area of his
preparation and that is the
zero tolerance regarding
alcohol prior or during a

Thompson holds his nerve
American Michael Thompson held off a late challenge from Adam Long to
record a two-stroke win at the 3M Open in Minnesota.
Thompson had held a
share of the lead heading
into Sunday’s final round
with Richy Werenski, two
shots clear of South Africa’s
Charl Schwartzel and Tony
Finau.
It was Long, though, who
continued his momentum
from an eight-under-par
third round to challenge at
the top of the leaderboard as
he signed for a 64 which put
him at 17-under - and could
have been lower but for a
bogey at the second last.
Thompson, however, kept
his nerve to land a superb
bunker shot to within three
feet of the 16th pin and
rolled in a key birdie.
The American then picked
up another shot at the last
from 14 feet to card a 67
and finish at 19-under for
the tournament, securing
only his second PGA Tour
win of his career and first
since 2013.

An emotional Thompson
choked back tears as he
reflected on his second PGA
Tour win, seven years after
his first.
“I don’t know what to say this is so exciting,” the 35year-old told CBS.
“I just played such good
golf today and stayed within
myself, believed in myself. I
couldn’t have asked for
anything more.”
Former Masters
champion Schwartzel and
Werenski - who had
dropped three shots on the
front nine - finished in a
group of nine players at
16-under-par following
their respective rounds of
68 and 70.
Finau, the world number
17, birdied the 18th hole in
his round of 68 to join
Schwartzel and Werenski
amid a nine-way tie for third.
Sweden’s Alex Noren,
Charles Howell III and
An
emotional
Thompson
choked back
tears as he
reflected on
his second
PGA Tour
win, seven
years after
his first.

Argentinian Emiliano Grillo
were also at 16 under,
alongside Robby Shelton,
who carded a 64 to climb up
the leaderboard, Max
Holma and Cameron
Tringale.
England’s Tom Lewis, the
only Briton to make the cut,
shot a final round of 68 to
finish at 10 under in a tie for
PA
32nd place.

week of tournament play.
It’s useful to talk about
especially when we are
experiencing such high
temperatures and are
already finding it very
difficult to remain properly
hydrated. Whilst sinking a
couple of beers after a
round or the night before is
one of life’s pleasures, it
really has a detrimental
effect on your hydration
both prior and post round.
They say to remain properly
hydrated during these high
temperatures you need to
be taking on at least 3 litres
of water a day. And that is
just to remain hydrated! If
you are starting the round
already dehydrated, then
the water or liquid
consumption must be
higher.
Some Pros will advocate
that within 72 hours of a
tournament round no
alcohol should be
consumed, because it
takes 3-4 days for alcohol
to leave your system. They
will say if it is in your system
it’s not out of your system
so you’re not running as
purely as you could.
This is a big change from
the golf that was played, In

Billy Horschel says that his routine has been finely tuned
because he’s now in his 10th year on tour

the 60s, 70s, 80s and 90s. I
remember having the
pleasure of Mark James’
company about 15 years
ago and he had already
seen that his preparation
was becoming outdated.
This became more evident

when he would be having a
nightcap, with his playing
partners for the day and
noticing there were more
players in the gym than in
the bar.
Time has certainly moved
on since those days!
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Sport

Portimonense relegated!

N

CHRIS
WRIGHT

With the top two positions already established, it was a weekend of high drama at the bottom of the Primeira Liga as Tondela, V.Setúbal and
Portimonense battled to avoid the drop alongside CD Aves.

F

Portimonense players reacting after being relegated from the
Primeira Liga. (Photo: Lusa/Ricardo Nascimento)

C Porto were duly
crowned champions but
lost 2-1 at SC Braga whilst
Benfica’s new boss Jorge
Jesus saw his side score a late
winner against Sporting.
Rio Ave grabbed the last
remaining Europa League
qualification place courtesy of the
latest of equalisers by Marítimo
against Famalicão.
Portimonense went into the last
game of the season knowing
they had to win and hope that
other results went their way.
Three defeats in the four previous
games had all but sealed their
fate. Goals by Willyan (62’) and
Dener (89’) gave them the
requisite victory at home to
bottom club CD Aves but fellow
relegation candidates Tondela
and V.Setúbal were full of fight.
Tondela only needed a point but
bagged all three as they slotted
home two penalties – João Pedro
(45’) and Pepelu (90’) – in the 2-1
victory at Moreirense.
V.Setúbal took the lead against
Belenenses through Jubal on the
half-hour mark and had to wait
nervously until the final minute of
stoppage time before they could

breathe a sigh of relief when Pirri
made it 2-0.
Sporting travelled across town for
the last Clássico of season
against Benfica knowing that to
guarantee a ‘top three’ finish they
would need to win. The Lions
started positively but it was the
Eagles who drew first blood in the
twenty-eighth minute when Haris
Seferovic nodded home a Rubén
Dias’ knock-down. Midway
through the second-half Sporting
drew level when Andraž Sporar’s
powerful shot went through
keeper Odisseas Vlachodimos’
legs and into the back of the net.
Benfica then grabbed a late
winner two minutes from time.
Vinícius’s goal was upheld after
being checked by VAR.
With Braga beating Porto, the loss
means Sporting will now have to
enter the Europa League via the
qualifiers. Braga had started the
final day three points behind
Sporting and the outlook seemed
bleak when Porto took an early
lead through Matheus Uribe. Os
Arsenalistas looked a different
team after the break and drew
level nine minutes after the restart
via Ricardo Horta’s edge-of-the-

Cascais Padel Masters postponed until 2021
Cascais Padel Masters, one of the most important competitions on the World Padel Tour, has been
postponed to September 2021, due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
“After months of conversation with
World Padel Tour and health
authorities, as well as with Cascais
City Hall and the main sponsors of
Cascais Padel Masters, we
concluded that, at this moment, there
are no conditions to ensure the
security of all – athletes and public”,
justified João Martins, director of the
competition.

Initially, the competition in Cascais,
which would be the third edition,
should have happened in September
of this year, but, because of the
Covid-19 pandemic and the
postponement of some of the circuit
stage, it will only happen between 21
and 26 September 2021, after the
tournaments in Stockholm, Rome
and Buenos Aires.

“Being that this [security] is the
main concern of the organisation, it
was decided to skip this edition and
come back in 2021 with the
tournament”, added João Matins.
Last year, Cascais Padel Master
winners were Pablo Lima and Ale
Galán in the male category, and
Marta Orega and Marta Marrero in
the female category.

area strike. Diogo Costa’s
anticipation was key in denying
Fransérgio a route to Braga’s
second, with the post denying the
Brazilian just five minutes later,
but it would be third-time-lucky for
the midfielder several metres
closer to the goal, drilling low to
place the hosts 2-1 up. News of
Vinícius’ late goal for Benfica
energised Braga for the
remaining few minutes as
they held onto a 2-1 victory and
secured third place in the
Primeira Liga.
Elsewhere, Rio Ave completed
the Primeira Liga’s top five in the
ever-evolving tussle for the final
qualifying spot for Europa League
football, taking advantage of FC
Famalicão’s 3-3 draw with
Marítimo to leapfrog the former
with a 2-0 win against Boavista.
On Saturday (1 August)
champions Porto will meet
Benfica in the final of the Taça de
Portugal (Portugal Cup) at the
Estádio Cidade de Coimbra, the
first time the final has not been
played at the Estádio Nacional for
42 years. Porto last won the trophy
nine years ago whilst Benfica
were victorious three years ago.

Ronaldo ‘very happy’ as
Juventus take Italian title
Cristiano Ronaldo added yet
another trophy to his collection as
Juventus were crowned Italian
champions with two games left to
play, securing a remarkable ninth
succesive Serie A title.

N
CHRIS
WRIGHT

Ronaldo scored and also missed a late penalty in
Juve’s 2-0 victory over Sampdoria in Turin, with the
Portugal captain falling behind Lazio’s relentless
striker Ciro Immobile in the battle for the top goalscorer
award in Italy.
Ronaldo put Juventus ahead on the stroke of half-time
with a superbly-worked goal. Deep into first-half stoppage
time Miralem Pjanic stood over a free-kick before
catching the Sampdoria defence flat footed in finding
Ronaldo just inside the box with a well-rehearsed pass
for the maestro to slot home just inside the post.
The goal was Ronaldo’s thirty-first league goal in thirtytwo appearances this season and set Juventus on their
way to the title-clinching three points. Ronaldo could have
added a second from the penalty spot with just minutes
left to play, but his effort cannoned off the crossbar.
Lazio’s Immobile scored a hat-trick in a 5-1 win at
Verona, putting him three goals clear of Ronaldo with just
two matches remaining.
Ronaldo took to social media after the triumph and
offered a thoughtful dedication to those who have
suffered away from the pitch this year. “I am very happy for
the second consecutive championship and for continuing
to build the history of this great club,” he said. “This title is
dedicated to all Juve fans, in particular those who
suffered and are suffering from the pandemic that took us
by surprise and turned the world inside out. It was not
easy! Your courage, your attitude and your determination
was the necessary strength to face this final part of the
championship and fight to the end for the title, which
belongs to all of Italy. A big hug!”

